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CHAPTER! 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Power Flow Problem 
Viewed from the standpoint of circuit analysis, the typical power system, a 
mammoth interconnected system of passive elements, linear and nonlinear loads, and var-
limited generating units, poses a quite challenging computational problem. Linear circuit 
techniques presented in introductory circuit analysis classes cannot be applied to the 
analysis of power systems because of nonlinearities introduced through a variety of 
mechanisms. The nonlinearities surface not only in the characteristics of the various 
components of the system, including tap-changing and phase-shifting transformers, 
synchronous generators with saturation and var limitations, loads with nonlinear voltage 
dependence, and induction machines, but also in the formulation of the problem itself. 
Unlike other types of circuits, where voltages and currents are most likely the known 
quantities, real and reactive power injections are often all that are given at the system's 
nodes. Because power is the product of voltage and current, it is an inherently nonlinear 
quantity. Therefore, in its very essence, the study of power systems in steady state is a 
nonlinear circuit analysis problem and is thus resistant to the use of linear circuit analysis 
techniques, most notably superposition. 
The analysis of power systems in steady state seeks the voltage magnitudes and 
angles and the real and reactive power injections at all nodes in the system. In power 
system parlance, a node is referred to as a bus, and the process of analyzing the circuit to 
find these quantities is known as performing a load flow or power flow. The constraints 
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that govern the problem and thus give rise to the system of equations to be solved are that 
the real power injected at each bus must balance the real power demanded from that bus, 
and that at all buses that are not sources of generation, the reactive power injected at the 
bus must balance the reactive power demanded from it Again, because power is an 
inherently nonlinear quantity, these constraints constitute a set of nonlinear algebraic 
equations whose unknowns are the voltages at each bus, which may be expressed in either 
polar or rectangular form. 
As is always the case when solving sets of nonlinear equations, multiple solutions, a 
single solution, or no solution may exist, depending upon how the system parameters have 
varied. Furthermore, because an iterative routine must be used to solve systems of order 
greater than three, even if a solution exists, it may not be found; when multiple solutions 
exist, any one of them may be found. It turns out that the convergence of iterative 
routines applied to solving systems of nonlinear algebraic equations is highly sensitive to 
changes in initial conditions, particularly near the boundaries of the regions of attraction of 
the various solutions. This is a characteristic of chaotic systems [ 1] and results from the 
fact that the boundaries of the regions of attraction of each of the solutions are fractal [2]. 
Thus, both the parameter variation and the location in voltage space of the initial guess 
affect the convergence properties of iterative nonlinear algebraic equation solvers. This 
characteristic has notable consequences on load flow studies, particularly when the goal is 
to find multiple solutions. 
Given all system parameters, . including line admittances, load models, generator 
powers, and shunt elements at all buses, a load flow study seeks to find the voltages at all 
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buses and the real and reactive power flowing through all the lines in the system by solving 
the set of nonlinear equations written with real and reactive power balances in mind. In a 
system with n+l buses, there may be as many as 2n nonlinear equations to solve for 2n 
unknowns, and as many as 2" solutions are possible [3]. The basis for these statistics will 
be discussed when the formulation of the power flow equations is detailed in the next 
section. Moreover, from the foregoing discussion, there may be but one solution to the 
set of equations, or it may be that the system has lost a solution entirely, a case that may 
suggest the system cannot be operated with the specified real and reactive power 
injections. However, this conclusion cannot be made without further investigation, for it 
is possible that the iterative solver failed to obtain a solution, even though one existed, due 
to an initial guess that lies outside the region of attraction of the solution. Because the 
boundaries of these regions are fractal, the likelihood of this event occurring is not terribly 
remote. Since the two situations are indistinguishable to the person perfonning the power 
flow (who notes only that no solution was found), it is difficult to discern the cause for the 
divergent behavior of the results. Fortunately, a tool has been developed to address this 
problem, and it will be discussed later. 
More interesting from a research point of view is that an unexpected or unwanted 
solution may be obtained. This solution, though not the one at which the system would 
nonnally operate, is nevertheless valid in that it satisfies the mathematical constraints of 
the problem. Although this problem can be mitigated somewhat through proper choice of 
the initial guess for the iterative solver, the fractal boundaries of the region of attraction 
infuse a certain amount of guesswork into this approach, for there is no guarantee that the 
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desired solution, which traditionally has been the high-voltage solution or the "stable" 
solution from the standpoint of voltage stability, will be found. Traditionally, this problem 
has been adequately addressed by adopting the flat-start initial guess, which entails setting 
the voltage magnitudes at all buses to unity and the phase angles at all buses to zero. 
However, this approach is not foolproof. Consider a· simple two-bus system with bus 1, 
the slack bus, connected through a phase-shifting transformer to the load bus, bus 2. 
Figure 1.1, which plots the boundary of the convergence regions of the high- and low-
voltage solutions in the space of bus 2 real and imaginary voltage components as the phase 
shifter angle is changed, shows that as the phase of the transformer increases beyond 60°, 
the flat-start initial guess no longer yields the high-voltage solution. (Note that those 
guesses that converge to the high-voltage solution lie above and to the right of the plotted 
boundary in each case.) Although the topology of this system is not terribly realistic, as 
power systems evolve to incorporate more electronic controls, there likely will be an 
increasing number of cases-for which a flat start initial guess will be inadequate. 
For years, the assumption of the flat-start initial guess adequately addressed the 
problem of finding the desired solution. However, as researchers have become more 
interested in analyzing the stability of power systems, particularly as increased load 
demands stress power systems to the point where both their angular and voltage stability 
become real concerns, the "desired" solution and the high-voltage solution are now no 
s 
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Figure 1.1: Variation of convergence region boundary with phase angle 
longer synonymous. Much attention has been paid to identifying the various alternative, 
often termed low-voltage, solutions to the power balance equations because these are of 
key importance in assessing the voltage and transient stability of power systems. A simple 
approach, such as assuming a flat-start initial guess, will generally not work for finding the 
many low-voltage solutions. Proper conditioning of the initial guess to achieve the desired 
solutions is complicated by the complex nature of the fractal regions of convergence of 
each of the solutions. As a result, developing a convenient approach for finding some or 
all of the low-voltage solutions has become an active research area. Thus far, the results 
have been mixed. 
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1.2 Interest in Finding Low-Voltage Solutions 
Interest in finding multiple solutions to the power flow equations stems from the 
need to assess accurately the voltage stability of power systems. While more will be said 
in the next chapter about the concept of voltage stability and how to quantify it, it is 
sufficient for now to note that many of the indices developed to evaluate voltage stability 
measure the distance between the "operable" or high-voltage solution, often referred to as 
the stable equilibrium point (SEP), and various low-voltage solutions, often referred to as 
unstable equilibrium points (UEPs ). One such method that has gained increasing 
acceptance over the last few years is the energy measure, introduced in [4]. The 
derivation of this tool via direct methods will be presented later. The frrst step in using the 
energy measure is to perform the load flow to calculate the SEP. Then, one or more low-
voltage solutions are calculated. Each UEP is then assigned its own energy measure 
which gauges the distance in voltage space between the SEP and that particular UEP. The 
smaller the energy measure for a particular UEP, the closer that solution is to the SEP and 
the closer the system is said to be to voltage instability. Fmally, when any low-voltage 
solution's energy measure has become zero, that low-voltage solution and the operable 
solution have coalesced. Studies of the eigenvalues of the power flow Jacobian matrix [5] 
have shown that this union occurs through a saddle-node bifurcation, with one eigenvalue 
associated with each solution coalescing at the origin. This saddle-node bifurcation causes 
the system to incur a voltage instability, resulting in an uncontrollable collapse in the 
voltage profile in a portion of the system which, if not isolated through protection devices, 
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could infect the voltage profiles throughout the system. This process constitutes a 
voltage collapse. 
The challenge in using the energy measure technique is not the calculation of the 
energy measure itself, but rather the determination of the appropriate set of low-voltage 
solutions. As already emphasized, a given set of power balance constraints may have a 
large number of different solutions, only one of which is the operable solution and the rest 
of which are UEPs, any one of which may be of critical interest in assessing voltage 
stability. Computing all of these low-voltage solutions and their associated energy 
measures for large systems would be an intractable problem given that no stringent 
guidelines exist for how to condition the initial guesses to provide each of the low-voltage 
solutions. Moreover, if the decision is made to find and investigate only a subset of the 
possible low-voltage solutions, it is unclear which solutions should be considered and 
which should be ignored, for it is important that the most critical low-voltage solutions not 
be omitted Here, too, is the difficulty that convergence to the desired low-voltage 
solutions will be problematic. Computational expense, coupled with the fractal nature of 
the boundaries of the region of attraction, which renders conditioning of initial guesses an 
ineffective tool for finding many UEPs, has made the use of the energy measure concept 
somewhat problematic. Although some techniques have been introduced during the past 
few years to find critical UEPs reliably, most of them have either shown a tendency to 
miss solutions or proven too computationally expensive for use in an online environment 
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1.3 Overview 
Although knowledge of how contingencies and control actions may affect a system's 
voltage stability can be helpful in the planning stage, accurate voltage stability assessment 
can be most helpful only when perfonned in an online setting. When a contingency occurs 
in a system, rapid evaluation of voltage stability can indicate which areas are at the highest 
risk and which control actions should be pursued. Achieving this performance, however, 
requires that some rapid and reliable means of detennining the most critical low-voltage 
solutions be developed. The goal of this research has been to advance such a method. 
This thesis explores the development of a method suitable for reliable, online 
evaluation of the voltage stability of typical power systems. The method, developed from 
the structure of the power flow equations, introduces little additional computation and has 
been tested on a number of systems. Numerical studies have shown that the perfonnance 
of this method, which shall be called the midpoint method for convenience, compares 
favorably with that of the most popular alternative methods. 
In· order to provide the proper background for understanding the mec~anics of the 
midpoint method and the motivation for deploying it, this document will address a number 
of introductory topics. It will first review techniques for solving systems of nonlinear 
algebraic equations, with particular emphasis placed on the Newton-Raphson method. It 
will then describe the application of the Newton-Raphson method to the load flow 
problem and thus derive the set of power balance equations to be solved. Methods of 
improving convergence, particularly the optimal multiplier method, will also be discussed. 
The discussion will then turn to the concept of voltage stability and voltage collapse, 
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where strong emphasis will be placed on the relationship between voltage stability and 
load modeling and variations. This treatment will help to underscore the need for finding 
multiple solutions. Previous attempts at addressing this need, notably those of Tamura et 
al. [3], Iba et al. [6], and Ma and Thorp [7], will be presented. With this background in 
place, the midpoint method will be derived and demonstrated on a number of systems of 
various sizes. Its performance will be compared to that of its most p~pular predecessor on 
the basis of computational expense and reliability, and some conclusions will be drawn 
regarding its applicability. Furthermore, a useful tool for deciding at which buses to apply 
the midpoint method will be introduced and evaluated. Fmally, a number of seemingly 
fruitful paths for future research in this area will be identified. 
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CHAYfER2 
LOAD FLOW FORMULATION AND LOW-VOLTAGE SOLUTIONS 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter will frrst survey the techniques commonly used to solve systems of 
nonlinear algebraic equations in a general setting. It will then identify the techniques 
traditionally used in power flow studies while emphasizing the formulation of the Newton-
Raphson load flow procedure. The important topic of var limit enforcement will be 
discussed in this setting, as well as an enhancement of the Newton-Raphson algorithm 
designed to prevent divergence. Fmally, the concept of voltage stability will be addressed 
from a static generator model framework so that voltage collapse can be investigated 
purely from the power flow equations. The way in whi~h static voltage stability hinges on 
load models and varies with loading levels and participation will be outlined to 
demonstrate the need for identifying and tracking multiple low-voltage solutions. 
2.2 Nonlinear de Analysis 
A system of linear algebraic equations Ax = b has a unique solution unless A is 
singular, in which case the equations are dependent. The situation in which nonlinearities 
are introduced is considerably more complicated, as systems of nonlinear equations may 
have no solution, one solution, multiple solutions, or an infinite number of solutions for a 
given value of the independent variable, as shown for the scalar case in Figure 2.1. The 
task involved in solving systems of nonlinear algebraic equations is illustrated in Figure 2.2 
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and can be summarized as follows: given y e 9\", find x e 9\" such that f(x*) = y. 
Many techniques exist for solving this problem, and a few will now be discussed 
1 solution 
X 
No solutions 
Figure 2.1: Solutions to nonlinear equations 
f. 
X 
Figure 2.2: Solving nonlinear algebraic equations 
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2.2.1 Fixed-point iteration 
When fixed-point iteration is used, a problem of the form y = f(x) is recast as 
x = g(x) through some simple algebraic manipulation. Each iteration then calculates 
x
1
+
1 
= g(x 1 ) until the stopping criterion ~x1 + 1 - x111 < E , where E is some small positive 
/ 
/ / x = g(x) 
/ 
/ 
X 
Figure 2.3: Fixed-point iteration 
tolerance value, is satisfied. With this procedure, the iterations spiral in toward the 
solution, as shown in Figure 2.3. A limitation of fixed-point iteration, which is easily 
interpreted in the scalar case, is that the process will diverge if the slope of g(x) at any 
iteration is greater than one. 
2.2.2 Parallel chord method 
With the parallel chord method, nonlinear systems of the form y = f(x) are 
linearized as Ay1 = AAx1 , where k is the iteration number, A is a constant matrix for all k 
whose elements are of the form at;jaxi lxo , Ay1 = y - f(x1), and Ax1 = x1 + 1 - x1 • 
These definitions may be manipulated to describe each iteration through the formula 
x1+1 = x1 + A-1(y- f(x1)). The iterations are repeated until x1 ~ x1+1 • The constant 
nature of A indicates that, for each subsequent iteration, the solution trajectory in the 
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domain space is always parallel to the original trajectory. This statement is illustrated for 
the scalar case in Figure 2.4. The parallel chord method converges well when 
nonlinearities in the original system are minor, which for the scalar case suggests that the 
parallel chord trajectory closely resembles the actual shape of the function. However, this 
method has convergence problems with functions that are not monotonically increasing or 
decreasing. 
Figure 2.4: Iterations of parallel chord method 
2.2.3 Newton's method 
The iterative method most often applied to solving systems of nonlinear equations, 
Newton's method is similar in formulation to the parallel chord method except that the A 
matrix is not constant Rather, it is defined as the Jacobian, a matrix of partial derivatives 
of the system's component functions with respect to its variables. Newton's method is 
derived for the system y = f(x), where f(x) = [f. (x) h (x) · · · t,. (x) f , 
x = [x1 x2 ••• x,.f, and y = [y1 y2 ••• y,.f, through use of a Taylor series 
expansion about the current iteration point ,!. The current iteration point is related to the 
actual solution point x through the relation x = xt +Ax. The derivation of Newton's 
method proceeds as follows. The first step is to expand the system in a Taylor series: 
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(2.1) 
where h.o.t. denotes higher-order terms and J(x) is the Jacobian matrix defmed as 
at,. dJ,. dJ,. 
dX1 dx2 dx" 
d/2 d/2 d/2 
J(x) = a~~ a~2 dX 11 (2.2) 
iitll iitll dill 
dX1 dX2 dx" 
Then, the higher-order terms are dropped, and like quantities are consolidated. The 
vector M, the current iteration's approximation for Ax, is identified as the variable to be 
solved. Then, 
(2.3) 
so that 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
This calculation is perfonned at the end of each iteration until the stopping criterion 
lxt+I - xtll < £ is met. Optionally, an additional stopping constraint may be placed on 
the dependent variable. The important thing to note is that the Jacobian is recalculated at 
every iteration. The implications of this are illustrated for the scalar case in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5: Iterations of Newton's method 
An important property of any iterative solution routine is its rate of convergence. If 
the distance to the actual solution at any iteration is defined as et = llx • - xtl , then a 
method is said to converge with rate r if limllet+III ~ q~tll'' C * 0. If r = 1, then the 
k-+-
routine is said to have linear convergence; the parallel chord method is such a routine. If 
r > 1, then the method has superlinear convergence. Fmally, if r = 2, then the method 
converges quadratically. It can be shown that if Newton's method converges, then it does 
so quadratically. First, consider the Taylor expansion of y = f(x •) about ~ where, 
instead of ignoring higher-order terms, one includes them in a remainder function R as 
follows: 
(2.6) 
If the derivative of J (~) is bounded, then, because R{ x • - x t) is quadratic, 
(2.7) 
Using this fact together with (2.5), the following can be shown: 
or 
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(2.9) 
so that 
(2.10) 
where Cis a constant and J(~) must be nonsingular. This proves that Newton's method 
converges quadratically, a very important advantage of this iterative method provided that 
it does, in fact, converge for a particular case. 
2.3 Techniques of Power Flow Analysis 
As discussed in the introduction, performing a load flow for a particular power 
system is tantamount to analyzing the circuit that models that system. The complication in 
this process is that the equations that describe the power system's equivalent circuit are 
nonlinear and thus do not lend themselves to convenient application of linear circuit 
theorems such as superposition. Furthermore, the elements that comprise the power 
system, particularly the loads, are constantly changing because they are affected by a 
number of factors, including consumer demand. In other words, the power system has no 
true "steady state." The nonlinearities of the problem are addressed by using one of the 
iterative routines discussed in the preceding section to solve the system of equations. The 
transient nature of the system's components is handled by restricting attention to the 
system at a single instant of time, effectively creating a steady state for the purpose of 
analysis. Thus, power flow analysis amounts to taking a snapshot of the nonlinear power 
system at a certain instant of time and using an iterative solution routine to solve the 
nonlinear equations that describe the system. The known quantities are various 
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parameters describing the system topology and the voltages at select buses. The unknown 
quantities are the remaining bus voltages and line flows. 
A typical power system, the familiar Stagg-El Abiad five-bus system [8], is shown in 
Figure 2.6. The nodes of this power system may be grouped into three different 
categories, depending upon what is known about each bus. With reference to Figure 2.6, 
bus 1 is called the slack bus (also known as the swing or reference bus), bus 2 is a PV or 
generator bus, and buses 3, 4, and 5 are PQ or load buses. The known quantities are 
typically given in terms of real and reactive power injection or voltages at each bus, where 
the power injection S; = P; + jQ at bus i is defmed as S; = S1;- Sa; or equivalently as 
(2.11) 
where the subscripts gi and di denote power supplied by the generators and power 
demanded by the loads at bus i, respectively. At the load buses, the known quantities are 
the real and reactive power injections which, because P,; = Q,; = 0 at such buses, are 
given by P; = -Pa; and, Q; = -Q,;, respectively. At the generator buses, real power 
injection P; = P1;- Pa; and voltage magnitude V; are given, as well as limits on the amount 
of reactive power injection that can be supplied by the generators, a topic whose 
important implications will be discussed shortly. Fmally, one node is designated as the 
slack bus for the system. The tasks of the slack bus are to provide an angle reference and 
to ensure that the net power injection calculated over all the buses in the system is zero. It 
does this by absorbing power if there is a net swplus of injection and generating power if 
there is a net shortage of injection. 
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0.02+J0.04,j0.01 
60+j10 
Figure 2.6: Stagg five-bus system 
Traditionally, the power flow problem has been formulated using two different 
approaches, the Gauss-Seidel method and Newton's method, both of which may be 
derived by expressing the complex power injection at each bus in terms of the transfer 
admittances of the lines and the bus voltages. The net current injection at each bus i, 
defined as I; = I,;- IIi, may be expressed in terms of the admittances Y;t of the lines 
linking bus i to each bus k and bus voltages V k using nodal circuit analysis as 
I; = I, Yik V k. Then, since complex power injection is defmed as S; = V; (, it may be 
expressed as 
(2.12) 
so that 
(2.13) 
Equation (2.13) is the starting point for deriving both the Gauss-Seidel and Newton's 
methods. 
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2.3.1 Gauss-Seidel load flow 
To derive the Gauss-Seidel method, divide both sides of (2.13) by V/ to obtain 
(2.14) 
which may be rewritten as 
(2.15) 
where it has been assumed that the slack is numbered as bus 1 so that V 1 is not a variable. 
Equation (2.15) is an implicit formula for V; and may be viewed as an implementation of 
fixed-point iteration. Similar equations may be written for all unknown bus voltages 
X = [V2 ••• V,] SO that the following system of equations is formed: 
(2.16) 
The fiXed-point iteration scheme used to solve this system is called Gauss-Jacobi iteration. 
A variation on this formulation involves using the current iteration's values of variables 
already found to solve for the current iteration's values of the remaining variables. This 
method is called Gauss-Seidel iteration and is expressed mathematically as 
(2.17) 
t+l h ( t+l k+l t ) 
x,._l = 11-1 xl 'X2 '· • ·' x,_l · 
The Gauss-Seidel method is fairly easy to code, and each iteration converges relatively 
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fast. However, this method is essentially a fiXed-point iteration scheme and thus tends to 
converge slowly and to miss solutions. For these reasons, most load flow studies are 
conducted using the Newton-Raphson method. 
2.3.2 Newton-Raphson load flow 
The Newton-Raphson load flow equations may be derived from (2.13) using either 
polar or rectangular coordinates. Both forms are frequently used and will thus be derived 
in this section. 
Derivation of Polar Form 
The first task in deriving the polar form of the Newton-Raphon load flow equations 
is to let V; = V;La; = V; cos a; + j¥; sin a; and Y;t = g;t + jba in (2.13) to obtain 
(2.18) 
By equating the real and imaginary parts of both sides and using the trigonometric 
identities 
cos( a-b)= cos a cosb +sin a sinb 
sin(a -b)= sinacosb- cosa sinb 
two real equations are obtained: 
II 
P; = L V;Vt[gik cos(a i -a k) +bit sin(a i -a~:)] 
k=l 
II 
Q; = L V;Vt[gik sin(a i -a k)- bik cos(a i -a k )]. 
k=l 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
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These equations express the Newton-Raphson power flow in polar coordinates. 
Derivation of Rectangular Form 
The first task in deriving the load flow equations in rectangular coordinates is to 
define Vi = ui + wi for allj and Yik = gik + jbik. These expression are substituted into 
(2.13) which, after all multiplications have been perfonned, can be rewritten as 
(2.22) 
By collecting terms and equating the real and imaginary parts on both sides, the 
rectangular form of the Newton-Raphson equations is obtained: 
II 
P; = L,[gik(u;ut +w;wt)+bik(utw; -u;wt)] (2.23) 
k=l 
II 
Q; = L, [gik(utw; - U;wt)- b;t(u;ut + w;wt)]. (2.24) 
k=l 
Problem Formulation 
Define x as the set of unknowns and f(x) as the set of constraints at all buses in the 
system. Functionally, 
x = [1~] = [:: }n polar form; 
x = [:] = [ :: }n rectangular form; (2.25) 
f(x) = [P(x)- P] = [f,(x)] 
Q(x) - Q rQ (x) 
where the elements of Xe, · xv, x.,, x..., f,, and fQ are each defined at only a subset of the 
system buses, and the elements of P(x) and Q(x) are evaluated using (2.20) and (2.21) for 
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the polar form or (2.23) and (2.24) for the rectangular fonn. Note that P and Q are the 
sets of known nominal values of real and reactive bus power injections. The vector f(x), 
the set of power balance equations, is called the mismatch vector because it expresses the 
difference between the functional values of real and reactive power injections and the 
given information. The goal of the Newton-Raphson iteration is to drive these mismatches 
to zero. Then, all problem constraints will be satisfied. 
The set of unknowns and constraints associated with each bus in a system hinges 
fundamentally on bus type. Since real and reactive power injections are allowed to vary at 
the slack bus to keep the voltage magnitude and angle fiXed, the slack is not represented in 
either f(x) or x. At load bus i, since both real and reactive power injections are specified 
and bus voltage (represented in either polar or rectangular coordinates) is allowed to vary, 
[ P(x)- P J [a ·] ["·] then /; (x) = ' ( ) _ ' and X; = ' or ' . Fmally, at PV buses, where reactive Q. X Q. V w . 
• • • • 
power is allowed to vary within limits to hold bus voltage magnitude constant, 
f 1 ( x) = [P. ( x)- P,] and x1 = [e 1] or [ :J An additional constraint on bus voltage 
magnitude, expressed as V;2 = uJ + w;, is enforced when the rectangular formulation is 
used. 
The Newton iteration step is given by (2.5). Since the objective is to find x such 
that y = f(x) = 0, then 
(2.26) 
where 
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(2.27) 
is the load flow Jacobian. Iterations continue until llr( x 1 ~~ < e , a tolerance. 
As already shown, the Newton-Raphson power flow will converge to a solution 
quadratically, provided that the initial guess is good. Moreover, if a bus's load exhibits a 
voltage dependence of, . for example, PLi = a0 + a1 V; + a2 ¥;2 , it is automatically 
incorporated into the problem through the Jacobian. Fmally, the Newton-Raphson power 
flow generally exhibits a larger region of convergence than the Gauss-Seidel method. 
However, factoring the Jacobian is an expensive process, particularly for large systems, so 
each iteration requires more time to execute. Moreover, the boundaries of the regions of 
attraction tend to be fractal. This characteristic complicates the task of finding multiple 
low-voltage solutions. 
2.3.3 Reactive power limits 
PV buses vary their reactive power output to maintain a certain voltage level. 
However, they are limited in the amount of reactive power that they can provide fo~ a 
given real power injection. When the reactive output of the generator reaches its limit, the 
generator no longer controls the local bus voltage, and the bus must be treated as a PQ 
bus, with reactive power injection fixed at the limiting value. Because the problem 
formulation changes with this type switching (an additional reactive power constraint is 
created, and the voltage at the former PV bus is now a variable), a nonlinearity is added to 
the linearized Newton-Raphson power flow equations. As this may affect the 
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convergence properties of the load flow, the manner in which var limits arise and the way 
in which they are handled must be carefully considered. 
The reactive power output of each online generator is adjusted during power flow 
solutions to control the voltage of its local bus or of a remote bus. The amount of 
allowable variation in reactive power output is not unlimited, however, as fixed or variable 
limits Qmax and Q,.;,. must be obeyed. These limits stem from the reactive capability curve, 
an example of which is shown in Figure 2.7. Each local-control generator holds the 
voltage of its local bus between the desired range V hi and V1o as long as its reactive power 
limit remains between Qmax and Q,.;,.. Each bus controlled by a remote generator yields 
precedence to the var requirements of that generator's local bus when the local bus's 
voltage no longer falls inside the range defined by V hi and V1o, so that the remote bus is no 
longer controlled. When the reactive power limits are violated, neither the local bus nor 
the remote bus are controlled by the generator. The remote bus's reactive power 
requirements are then divided among its remaining remote-control generators. 
Although var limits are usually treated as constants by power flow programs, they 
actually are functions of both the real power output and terminal voltage of the machine. 
The limits are governed by three factors [9], two of which affect machine currents. 
Armature current is limited to a value I.max due to heat generated in the armature windings, 
and field current is limited to Irc~max due to heat generated in the field windings. The third 
constant governs the heat generated by eddy currents in the stator laminations. H the 
generator is modeled as a constant voltage behind synchronous reactance JX,, then the 
limits Q1 and Qa due to field winding and armature winding heating may be expressed as 
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(2.28) 
(2.29) 
where V, is the terminal voltage of the machine, P is the real power output of the machine, 
and Xd is the machine's d-axis transient reactance. These equations are derived in [9]. 
The limits Qf and Qa, as well as the limit Qe caused by heating due to eddy currents, are 
identified in the reactive capability curve of Figure 2. 7. 
Figure 2. 7: Reactive power capability curve 
To prevent divergence during the first few iterations of the power flow, the var 
limits are usually relaxed. In subsequent iterations, if a var limit is violated, the offending 
PV bus is recast as PQ with its var injection set to the violated limit The power flow 
calculation is performed to obtain a new set of voltages. If the fonnerly offending PV bus 
now possesses enough var capability to maintain the new bus voltage, then it will be 
returned to PV status. These actions affect the rate of convergence of the method. In 
fact, if the sensitivity of Qntla to changes in bus voltage is high, as is the case when Qa 
becomes the limiting factor (see Figure 2.7), the rate of convergence decreases quite 
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noticeably [9], and the power flow may even fail to converge. Thus, proper enforcement 
of var limits in load flow calculations is a key concern. 
2.4 Optimal Multiplier 
When a power flow fails to converge, it is difficult to determine the reason for the 
divergence. It may be that the system cannot operate at the specified loading level and 
thus has no operating point for which the load demand can be satisfied. Alternatively, if 
the load flow fails to converge even though the system does have a real solution, the 
failure may perhaps be attributed to a poor initial guess. An initial guess is poor if it lies 
outside the region of attraction of the desired solution point. Since the regions of 
attraction encountered with the Newton-Raphson load flow have fractal, multidimensional 
boundaries, properly conditioning the initial guess to achieve a desired solution 
(particularly one of the possibly many low-voltage solutions) is impractical. Hence, when 
a load flow fails to converge, it is necessary to know the cause for the failure. Norm-
reducing techniques offer a solution to this problem. 
Norm-reducing techniques are modifications of Newton's method designed to 
prevent divergence. They entail scaling the correction vector Jix1 = [J(x1 )f1 r(xt) so 
that lr(x1+ 1 ~ < lr(x1 )1 fork= 0, 1, 2, . . . . This ensures that the solution guess ,t 
improves with each iteration, thus preventing divergence. Several possible norm-reducing 
techniques exist; they differ in how the modification of the correction vector is perfonned. 
One method is to scale the vector Jix by a scalar multiplier J..L. Another method involves 
scaling each component of Ax by its own associated multiplier J..L. Fmally, Ax may be 
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modified by the addition of some vector that reduces the norm of the mismatch equations. 
While all three methods may find application in load flow calculations, the frrst technique 
is the most popular, and it tends to be used only with the rectangular load flow 
formulation. Its use in the rectangular-coordinate load flow calculation was first 
formulated in [10], from which the following discussion borrows. 
The optimal multiplier is most conveniently developed if the load flow equations are 
formulated as follows. Let m be the number of buses in the system, and let n = 2m be the 
number of unknowns. Define the vector of unknowns as x = [x1 • • • x" ]r , the set of 
real and imaginary parts of all bus voltages. Let S be the specified values at all buses that 
include the real and reactive power injections at all PQ buses and the real power injection 
and square of the voltage magnitude at all PV buses. Thus, s = [ P, Q, IV l r . Let 
S(x) = [P(x) Q(x) IV(xf r be the functional values of the quantities defined in s. 
The load flow problem then seeks a solution x such that S = S(x). Because all terms of 
S(x) are quadratic, the load flow problem may be expressed as 
S = S(x) =A (2.30) 
X;Xj 
This may be expanded in Taylor series about the current iteration's guess ~ to obtain the 
exact expression 
(2.31) 
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Newton's method ignores the quadratic remainder term and thus obtains 
(2.32) 
Then, 
where J.l, a scalar called the optimal multiplier, is ordinarily unity. Hopefully, 
llr ( x t+t ~~ < ~f ( x 1 ~~ , but this is not guaranteed. 
Instead of choosing f.1 as unity, define it so as to guarantee that llr(x1+1 ~~ < llr(x1 ~~· 
A convenient and effective way to do this is to minimize the square of the norm of f(x) 
along Alt. In other words, choose J..L to minimize the cost function 
(2.34) 
The power flow calculation has thus been recast as a nonlinear programming problem 
whose goal is to minimize the quartic cost function of (2.34). Solution of the power flow 
problem has thus become a byproduct of the minimization. 
In deriving the optimal multiplier, the frrst task is to scale Ax by J.1 in (2.31) and to 
recognize that S(Ax) is quadratic. Therefore, 
Then, to make the notation more compact, three quantities are defmed: 
a= [a1 
b = [bl 
c = [c1 
a,.f = s- s(x1 ) 
b,.f = -J(xt)Axt 
c,.]T = -S(Ax1 ). 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
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Therefore, a+ J..Lb + J..L 2c = 0. Then, the cost function of (2.34) becomes 
To minimize (2.37), set ~~ = 0, thus obtaining the cubic equation 
where 
ft ft 
go =I, a;b; g1 =I, {b;2 + 2a;c;) 
i=l 
ft 
g2 = 3I, b;C; 
i=l 
i=l 
ft 
g3 = 2I, C;2. 
i=l 
(2.37) 
(2.38) 
(2.39) 
This cubic equation may have either three real roots or one real root and two complex 
conjugate roots. H only one real root Jl exists, then (2.37) has only a single local 
extremum which, because (2.37) is quartic and positive, will be a minimum. H (2.38) has 
three real roots, then the smallest of the three, which shall be designated as J..L, will lead to 
the closest local minimum of (2.37) along Ax; the middle root (Jl2) will lead to the local 
maximum, and the largest root (Jl3) will lead to the further local minimum. Thus, Jl always 
minimizes the norm of the power flow mismatch equations, thus ensuring that the next 
iteration's guess improves upon the previous iteration's estimate. In this way, use of the 
optimal multiplier Jl prevents divergence of the power flow. 
At a solution to the load flow problem, evaluating h in (2.37) yields zero. However, 
if no solution is found, h stays at a certain positive value. H J.1 approaches zero as the 
iterations proceed, a solution for the system does not exist, and the load flow Jacobian will 
become singular. Finally, if h remains nonzero, thus indicating that a solution has not been 
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found, but J.1 remains approximately unity, then a load flow solution does exist for the 
system but failed to converge there from the initial guess due to an arithmetic precision 
problem. Thus, use of the optimal multiplier has removed some of the guesswork 
involved in assessing the cause of power flow divergence. The optimal multiplier will play 
a key role in the formulation of the midpoint method. 
It is interesting to consider the rate of convergence of the Newton-Raphson 
algorithm when the optimal multiplier is employed. To investigate this, (2.8) is rewritten 
as 
Then, 
xt+t - xt = J..LX• - JlXt + J..L[J(xt)rlR(x* - xt) 
xt+t - J..LX• + (J..L- l)xt = J..L[J(xt)rtR(x* - xt) 
xt+t - JlX• = J..L[J(xt)r1R(x* - xt) + {1- J..L)xt 
xt+t - x· - (J..L- l)x* = J..L[J(xt)f1R(x* - xt) + {1- J..L)xt 
xt+t - x· = J..L[J(xt)f1R(x*- x .. ) + (J..L -lXx· - xt) 
Finally, in light of (2.7), Equation (2.45) may be rewritten as 
lxt+I - x*l S C~x· - xtl2 + D1x* - xt~, 
(2.40) 
(2.41) 
(2.42) 
(2.43) 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
where C' and D' are constants. Note that if J.1 approaches unity at least linearly, then the 
quadratic convergence of the Newton-Raphson is preserved. 
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2.5 Non-Uniqueness of Load Flow Solutions 
Because any practical load flow problem entails solving a system of nonlinear 
equations, generally more than one solution exists. The multiplicity of solutions arises as 
follows. If the voltages at all buses in the system are known, then all power injections are 
II 
uniquely determined by a set of linear nodal equations of the form S; = V; .1: Y; V1 • 
h•l 
However, if S; is known at bus i instead of V;, then the corresponding equation is 
quadratic in V;, and the set of equations has two solutions. Fmally, if all the voltages for 
the n-1 nonslack buses are unknown and all the power injections are known, then a 
quadratic equation may be written for each nonslack bus, each of which may have two 
solutions. If all possible combinations of solutions to these equations are counted, one 
finds that a maximum of 2"-1 solutions to the load flow equations may exist. The number 
of these solutions tends to decrease as system loading is increased [ 11]. While all 
solutions may be physically feasible, implying that the system could, in fact, operate at the 
point in question, only one of the solutions is practical. This is the solution with the 
highest voltages and lowest power losses [11]. 
An interesting way to view the existence of multiple power flow solutions was 
proposed in [11] in the form of what the authors termed "load flow functions." A load 
flow function is obtained by reducing the n nodal equations into one equation of order 2" 
in one of the unknown voltages. Such a function is continuous and has a number of 
extrema and zeros. The zeros are the solutions to the load flow problem for that 
particular bus. A load flow function may be written for each bus in the system. The set of 
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possible solutions for the entire system is then the set of combinations of various zeros of 
each of the load flow functions. A key observation made in [ 11] is that the number of 
zeros for each load flow function decreases as loading is increased. Hence the number of 
solutions for the entire system also decreases as loading is increased 
Another way to visualize the existence of multiple solutions is to consider an 
analytical tool called the PV curve. A PV curve provides some insight into how power 
flow solutions vary with load. In particular, it shows how voltage magnitude V; at bus i 
varies with real power load Pi at bus j, where it is often the case that i = j. With the 
reactive power load held constant, a series of power flow solutions is perfonned for 
varying Pi, and V; is then plotted as a function of Pi. A typical PV curve, often called the 
nose curve because of its shape, is shown in Figure 2.8. One can readily see that 
corresponding to each active power level up to Pi = P max, two solutions for V; are possible, 
one of which is termed the high-voltage solution and the other the low-voltage solution. 
As loading is increased, these two solutions move closer together until they coalesce for 
Pi= Pmax. ·This load level is called the point of maximum loadability. H the load being 
varied is modeled as constant power, then the PV curve thus drawn is a bifurcation 
diagram, and a saddle-node bifurcation occurs at the nose of the curve. This can be 
observed by inspecting the eigenvalues of the power flow Jacobian at solutions near the 
nose point and noting that one of them changes sign as the curve is traced around the 
nose. The point at which saddle-node bifurcation occurs is also called the fold point or 
turning point, and the power flow Jacobian is singular at this load level. 
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It is important to note that this analysis holds only when loads are modeled as 
constant power; that is, the PV curve is a bifurcation diagram and the nose point 
corresponds to a saddle-node bifurcation only when loads are modeled as constant power. 
The interpretation of PV curves for other load models will be discussed in a later section. 
Regardless of the type of load model, it is clear that beyond Pi = P max, the system does not 
have a solution. In other words, the system simply cannot supply a real power load at bus 
j that exceeds P max· Thus, this PV curve illustrates how, as loading increases, a high-
voltage and a low-voltage solution move closer together until they merge into one solution 
and finally disappear. The implications of this behavior for voltage stability will be 
discussed shortly. QV-curves, which plot bus voltage as reactive power at a bus or buses 
is varied while real power load is held constant, can be drawn in a similar manner. Fmally, 
such curves can be drawn for all buses in the system. The union of all such curves forms 
an n+ I -dimensional manifold which, if visualizable, would show how the system state 
approaches maximum loadability as loading is increased throughout the system. 
pmu lj 
Figure 2.8: Typical PV curve 
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An interesting characteristic of PV curves is that generally they are not simple 
parabolas but may take a number of twists and turns. For example, the PV curve of 
Figure 2.9 was generated for the Stagg five-bus system when the real power load at bus 4 
was varied from its starting value of40 MW. In addition to the expected parabolic shape 
(the outer curve), there is a second portion which introduces two additional solutions for 
P4 < 160 MW. Thus, for Po~ less than this load level, four solutions to the power flow 
equations exist As loading is increased beyond this level, the two additional solutions 
vanish, leaving the high-voltage solution and a final low-voltage solution that approach 
each other until they coalesce at P max = 365 MW. Similar curves may be drawn at the 
other system buses. Thus, it is clear from these diagrams that the number of power flow 
solutions decreases as loading is increased. 
While PV and QV curves offer one perspective of the multiplicity of power flow 
solutions, a load parameter space representation such as the one sketched in Figure 2.10 
can also be helpful. This figure plots the set of fold points in load parameter (MW, Mvar) 
space. Recall that a fold point is a parameter value for which the Jacobian is singular, and 
it is equivalent to the nose point of the PV curve for constant power loads. The set of all 
fold points shall be defined as the surface :t. For load points contained within the region 
bounded by :t, two or more power flow solutions are possible, while outside of :t the 
power flow is unsolvable. These two regions are called solvable and unsolvable. As load 
is increased, the operating point moves closer to :t, suggesting that increased loading 
might eventually lead to unsolvability and an incidence of collapse. A number of 
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techniques have been developed to assess the voltage stability of a solvable system's state 
in terms of its proximity to l:. Moreover, a technique for quantifying the unsolvability of 
points outside of l: was recently presented in [12]. This method is promising because it 
can suggest an optimal set of control actions to take to restore an unsolvable system to 
solvability [13]. At any rate, the primary message of Figure 2.10 is that, as loading is 
increased, the total number of solutions for the system decreases. 
2.6 Voltage Stability 
The motivation for this research is the desire to assess quickly and accurately the 
security of power system operation at present and probable future operating points. An 
operating point is deemed secure when the system can supply adequate power to all 
customers, even in the event of statistically likely contingencies. However, the 
increasingly competitive nature of the electric utility industry, coupled with a heightened 
sensitivity to environmental concerns, has created numerous economic and social 
constraints that restrict security enhancement efforts. No longer can a utility decide to 
install an additional generating unit or build new transmission lines without serious 
financial and perhaps legal repercussions. Traditionally, the need to balance system 
security issues with economic and environmental concerns has resulted in the problems of 
transient (angular) stability and thermal overloading of transmission system lines-topics 
that have attracted considerable research attention in the past. However, the growing 
imbalance between load growth and generation and transmission expansion has led to a 
new and increasingly fearsome nemesis, voltage collapse. 
Voltage stability is the ability of a system to maintain voltage so that when load 
admittance is increased, load power also increases, so that both power and voltage are 
controllable [14]. To be judged voltage-stable, the system must maintain acceptable 
voltage levels at all buses, both in the steady state and following a disturbance. When a 
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system loses voltage stability, it no longer can maintain acceptable bus voltage levels and 
thus fails to serve load demand. Voltage instability results in a continuous decay of 
voltage in an area of the system which, if not isolated through the operation of protective 
equipment, can collapse the voltage profile of the entire system. This collapse can occur 
over a time frame of a few seconds to several minutes or even hours, making it a rather 
difficult phenomenon to analyze. Moreover, voltage stability is still a somewhat nascent 
field of study, for although there have been many disturbances involving voltage collapse 
qver the last twenty years, the majority of these have occurred only since 1982. 
While several factors may ultimately contribute to system insecurity, among the 
most influential causes are increased system loads, larger interutility transfers, and fewer 
additions to the transmission system. These factors may push a system to the point where 
either discrete contingencies such as an outage of a generating unit, or gradual parameter 
variation such as hourly load growth, may cause the system to lose stability. Interestingly, 
most reports of voltage instability suggest that the collapse was not immediately due to 
large disturbances in the system but rather to the progressive evolution of the system 
operating point [4]. In this case, the system moves gradually toward a state in which bus 
voltage magnitude becomes extremely sensitive to changes in load so that even minute 
fluctuations in load can have a profound effect on the voltage profile. Since system load 
exhibits only quasistatic behavior, the high sensitivity of bus voltages becomes a significant 
concern. 
The effect of high sensitivity of bus voltage on changes in load may be 
conceptualized by studying the PV curve of Figure 2.8. As load admittance is increased, 
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load power increases rapidly at frrst, and then slowly, before reaching a maximum at the 
nose point. Before the maximum power transfer point is reached (that is, for operation on 
the top half of the PV curve), the load is supplied by high voltage and low current. Thus, 
little loss is incurred across the transmission lines. As load admittance is increased beyond 
the maximum power transfer point, however, load power begins to decrease as it is now 
supplied by low voltage and high current. The increaSed current flowing through the 
primarily reactive transmission lines incurs heavy reactive power losses, thus taxing the 
reactive power output capability of the generators. The generators, which use reactive 
power to maintain their voltage setpoints, quickly reach their limits and, therefore, no 
longer maintain their nominal voltages. Voltages decrease further, resulting in even 
heavier current flow through the transmission lines in order to serve load demand. This 
results in further losses, creating an uncontrollable decrease in voltage in an area of the 
system which, if not isolated by protective devices, will result in unacceptably low 
voltages throughout the system and consequent loss of load. Thus, it is clear that a deficit 
of reactive power is ultimately responsible for declining voltages, and increased system 
loading exacerbates this decline. 
Because the move toward voltage collapse may occur over a diverse and 
unpredictable time frame, the voltage stability problem may be viewed in both a static and 
a dynamic sense. For example, in assessing voltage stability, one could be concerned with 
determining how much extra loading the system or its interconnections can tolerate before 
it can no longer serve load. This is tantamount to tracing the top of the PV curve as 
loading is increased and noting whether or not the system can still meet the demand. This 
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view treats voltage stability as a static problem, for it asks not how the system will react if 
it is suddenly perturbed from a given state, but rather just the identity of the state and its 
associated load capability. Alternatively, one might wonder whether a discrete outage 
such as a loss of a system component can be sustained by the system without causing an 
uncontrollable change in voltage. In other words, the system's response to perturbations 
about its current stable operating point is of interest. This amounts to investigating 
voltage stability in a dynamic sense. Both static and dynamic viewpoints have merit and 
each command a different set of analysis tools. Unfortunately, this dichotomy has fostered 
a great deal of confusion about the precise nature of voltage stability and how to quantify 
it. Thus, while the treatment of transient stability is fairly mature, present understanding 
of voltage stability is still somewhat limited. 
Dynamic analysis of voltage stability is the less developed of the the two 
frameworks, primarily because it is the more abstruse and computationally challenging 
approach. The primary hurdle to understanding dynamic voltage stability has been that 
such an analysis requires dynamic models of load, generators, and other system devices 
[15]. While the state of generator dynamic models has evolved with the study of transient 
stability assessment, the inclusion of dynamic load models in transient stability studies of 
moderately loaded systems was seen to have little effect on stability results [16]. 
Therefore, the set of good aggregate, time-varying load models is deficient because of a 
. lack of interest Nevertheless, the need to identify the stability of the system's equilibrium 
points exists, so development of accurate load models is likely to accelerate. 
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Typically, power systems are represented by a set of differential-algebraic equations 
of the form 
i{t)= f(x(t),y(t~u(t)) 
0 = g(x(t~y(t),u(t)) (2.47) 
where x(t) is the set of state ,variables, y(t) is the set of algebraic variables, and u(t) is the 
set of system inputs such as real and reactive power injections. This model may be as 
detailed as one desires, but typically for voltage stability studies, the structure-preserving 
or the internal-node classical models [5] suffice. 
The manner in which u(t) is treated determines whether a static or a dynamic 
assessment of voltage stability is to be conducted. Ultimately, this decision depends on 
the type of load and generator models being used. Depending on these models, the set of 
inputs may be subdivided into various components as 
u(t) = us~ow {t )+ U 811all {t )+ uf•t (t )+ u la~ge {t ). (2.48) 
The relative sizes of these components determine how well a particular static or dynamic 
stability assessment approach will work. If the effects of large disturbances such as line or 
generating unit outages are to be addressed, then a dynamic approach should definitely be 
adopted. The dynamic assessment framework provides two different approaches. For fast 
perturbations about the stable equilibrium point, small-signal analysis is employed, which 
involves inspecting the eigenvalues of the matrix A of the linearized system 
[AX] [Au A11 IAxJ [B1 ] 0 = Au Au Ay + B 1 Au (2.49) 
and determining if any lie in the right-half plane. Under drastic assumptions about voltage 
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control and load characteristics, this small-signal analysis may be perfonned using solely 
the eigenvalues of the load flow Jacobian [14]. However, if ularge is substantial, then small-
signal analysis does not apply. Moreover, if us~ow is significant, then the time frame of 
interest becomes long and linearized analysis may no longer provide an accurate picture. 
For both of these cases, time-domain simulation is the reconunended, albeit 
computationally expensive, choice. 
However, as has already been mentioned, the lack of an instigating fault is one of the 
main distinguishing characteristics of voltage collapse from transient stability problems. 
Instead, voltage stability assessment often focuses on the effects of gradual parameter 
variation and migration of the operating point The components ular&e and utast are no 
longer relevant and are thus neglected, leaving 
u(t) = usJow (t) + U 1111aU (t). (2.50) 
Typically one assumes that usmall is negligible and that uslow is a slowly varying average 
load that can be approximated fairly well as a constant u(t) = u = u'Jow (t0 ), where to is 
some starting time. Under these assumptions, the differential-algebraic model of (2.47) 
may be rewritten as 
i = f{x(t), y(t), u) = f{i, y) 
0 = g(x(t), y(t), u) = g(i, y). (2.51) 
This system does not depend on t and is hence autonomous. As a result, a point (Xo,y0), 
which is an equilibrium point for time to, is an equilibrium point for all time. Therefore, 
using the nomenclature of [ 17], the system can be approximated as being time invariant 
with fixed input u and "frozen equilibrium" point (Xo, Yo). The stability of this time-
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invariant system is then used to gauge the stability of the original system about the frozen 
equilibrium point In the absence of usmall, provided that us~ow is indeed sufficiently laggard, 
the system state will reside in a vanishingly small area centered about the frozen 
equilibrium, and stability would then not be in question. This approach is the motivation 
for the use of load flow in voltage stability analysis, because the possible frozen equilibria 
are identified as the stable part of the PV curve is traced. However, because power 
systems are constantly subjected to minute parameter changes, the system state is 
continually pushed about the frozen equilibrium. This may place stability in jeopardy, 
particularly in the case of heavily stressed systems that may be identified as those frozen 
equilibria lying close to the bifurcation point on the PV curve. Static voltage stability 
analysis thus investigates how immune the system's stability is to these random parameter 
variations for operation at each of the various frozen equilibria. The stability 
characteristics of the frozen equilibria are judged according to where they lie on the PV 
curve. 
The accuracy of the static approach to voltage stability assessment depends 
fundamentally on the way in which the system loads and the generator excitation loop are 
modeled. If the generator excitation loop is assumed to be stable, then static stability 
assessment is ideally suited to cases in which the load is modeled as constant power. For 
this topology, frozen equilibria on the upper half of the nose curve are stable, those on the 
bottom half are unstable, and the nose point is the state at which the system loses stability 
via a saddle-node bifurcation. If load is modeled as having a voltage dependence of the 
form P(V) + jQ(V) = PLV1:, + jQLVt• where kp and kq are less than one, then the system 
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will again lose stability via a saddle-node bifurcation, although proximity to the nose point 
of the PV curve will no longer be an indicator of proximity to collapse because the nose 
point will no longer be the bifurcation point. If, on the other hand, kp and k9 are greater 
than one, then the load models, when used in conjunction with an assumed stable exciter, 
never result in an unstable system. In this case, static stability assessment fails because of 
poor system models. Modeling deficiencies again plague static stability assessment when 
constant power loads are used with the IEEE Type I exciter [16]. In this case, the system 
loses stability via a Hopf bifurcation at low load levels and then regains stability shortly 
after a singularity induced bifurcation occurs fairly close to the nose of the PV curve, so 
that the entire lower half of the PV curve is predicted to be stable. These results are 
puzzling; they do not seem to reflect usual power system operation because they 
prematurely predict a loss of stability due to a Hopf bifurcation, an occurrence that cannot 
be detected using static stability techniques such as energy measures. This suggests that 
static load models are inadequate when generator dynamics are modeled. In [ 16] it was 
found that a load model of the form 
T.G (;. = p- (V)2G. 
i I I I I 
TB;B; = Q; - {V; )2 B; ' 
. (2.52) 
which features variable conductance and susceptance with a first-order delay, provided 
good results when used with generator dynamics models, particularly as To; and Ts; 
increase. As these time constants grow, indicating that the load responds more and more 
slowly, the point of Hopf bifurcation moves closer to the nose point of the PV curve until 
it no longer occurs; then, stability is lost via a saddle-node bifurcation involving an 
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eigenvalue related to load dynamics. This situation is ideally suited to the application of 
static voltage stability assessment because it mirrors the results of using constant power 
loads with stable exciters. Since much of a conventional system's load responds slowly, 
static stability assessment is a fairly reliable tool. However, with the advent of more 
electronic controls on power systems, this situation may change. 
Methods that gauge the voltage stability of a system should indicate whether a 
system is stable or unstable, how close a stable system is to becoming unstable, and the 
mechanism by which an unstable system lost stability [9]. A number of techniques have 
been developed to address these issues in the static sense. These techniques may be 
categorized as depending either on a future assumed path to collapse or on the 
characteristics of the present operating point alone. Among those which belong to the 
first category is the point-of-collapse method [18], which solves the Newton-Raphson 
power flow repeatedly for a given variation in u with the explicit condition that the 
Jacobian be singular. With reference to Figure 2.10, the point-of-collapse method 
measures the distance along the path of a prescribed parameter variation from a point 
within the solvable region to the l: boundary. Other methods that require a presumed path 
to collapse include those measuring how much additional real or reactive load can be 
added to a bus or buses before the operating point is driven to the nose of the PV or QV 
curves, and VQ sensitivity, which addresses the effect of additional reactive loading alone 
on bus voltage magnitudes. The disadvantage of this latter method is that it stresses the 
system in an unrealistic fashion. The major drawback of all these methods is they assume 
that future load variation is at least approximately known. However, this is not always the 
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case, particularly under the unusually stressed conditions associated with voltage collapse. 
The techniques that depend only on the current operating point, such as the use of the 
minimum singular value of the power flow Jacobian to indicate how close the Jacobian is 
to becoming singular [19], seek to mitigate these deficiencies. However, these techniques 
generally fail to indicate how or where an instability will occur and usually cannot take 
into account future changes in system parameters such as generators attaining their var 
limits. 
A class of techniques which tries to marry the advantages of both these approaches 
utilizes the tendency of the load flow to have multiple solutions for a given loading. These 
methods do not require an assumed path to collapse, and they also can take future system 
changes, such as the enforcement of var limits, into account. The voltage instability 
proximity index (VIP!), introduced in [20], utilizes the angle between the vectors 
corresponding to two solutions in state space as an index. Another such technique, which 
is used extensively in this research, uses energy functions to quantify the distance between 
the operable solution and any of a number of type-one low-voltage solutions. This 
method was frrst presented in [ 4] and will be summarized here. 
2. 7 Energy Methods 
A system of the fonn i = f(x, a), with f a vector of possibly nonlinear functions 
having an equilibrium point Xe = 0, is said to be asymptotically stable in a region n about 
Xe if there exists a positive definite function V(x) such that V(x) evaluated along the 
system's trajectory is negative definite inn. This sufficiency theorem, an expression of 
Lyapunov's second method for assessing the stability of general systems, suggests that for 
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all trajectories originating within n, the state of the system will eventually return to the 
equilibrium point at the origin. One may thus think of n as defining a potential well 
whose valley is the equilibrium state. H the system originally resides at the bottom of the 
well and is perturbed slightly, it will behave much as a ball would if kicked up a hill. H the 
kick is small enough that the ball does not roll over the hill (meaning that the energy given 
the ball by the kick does not exceed the potential energy at the top of the hill), it will 
eventually return to the bottom. Similarily, a system that is perturbed slightly will return 
asymptotically to the equilibrium point if the energy with which it is imparted, say V, does 
not exceed the height of the potential well Vr. However, if V > Vr, the system state, like 
the overzealously displaced ball, will "roll" out of the equilibrium point's basin. The 
system is then said to be unstable. This bali-in-well analogy provides a good illustration 
for assessing system security via energy methods. 
Energy methods generalize Lyapunov' s second method to systems for which the 
negative definiteness for the chosen V(x) cannot be guaranteed. Such techniques have 
proved quite useful in detennining the transient stability of power systems [21]. In these 
applications, the energy well is fixed about the assumed stationary post-fault equilibrium, 
and as long as the energy of the post-fault trajectory is less than the energy associated with 
the potential energy boundary swface (that is, the height of the potential well), the system 
state will return to the post-fault stable equilibrium point (SEP). Note that the shape of 
the potential energy boundary swface is such that it connects all the various unstable 
equilibrium points (UEPs ). These UEPs are located at saddle points of the energy 
function, which are values of x for which VV(x) = 0. At any rate, it is the depth of the 
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energy well that indicates the stability of the system. In voltage stability assessment, the 
situation is somewhat different Here the equilibrium point is not fixed, but is slowly 
migrating with time as u varies. The shape of the energy well also varies, because the set 
of UEPs on the well's boundary varies with changes in u. As the system becomes more 
heavily stressed, the depth of the well decreases. When the system is on the verge of 
collapse, the well is shallow enough that even the random load variations can cause the 
state to escape, resulting in a quick decline of the voltage profile in all or part of the 
system. Hence, the depth of the well is the the figure of interest 
A scalar function V(x) is developed for a multimachine power system in [17]. This 
energy function, which is not fonnally a Lyapunov function when losses are considered, 
may be expressed as 
1 It It 1 It It 
f'(xu) =-
2 
I, I, bijVtVj cos(e:- e~)+ 
2 
I, I, bijV;'Vf cos(e:- e~) 
i=l i•l i=l i=l 
-[f. CQ,(x) dx]- pT(e"- 9')- f. f. gijV;'V/ cos(e:- e~xe:- a:) (2.53) 
i=l 1 X i=l i=l 
- f,[V;'f1f.gijV;'Vf sin(e: -ejXV;"- ¥;') 
i=l i=l 
where 
Yii = gii + jbii is the ijth element of the admittance matrix; 
v;, v; denote bus k voltage magnitudes at the SEP and the UEP of interest, 
respectively; 
9~, e: denote bus k angles at the SEP and UEP of interest, respectively; and 
St = Pt + jQt(x) denotes complex power injection at bus k. 
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In deriving this energy function, it was assumed that reactive power injection could be an 
arbitrary polynomial or exponential function of bus voltage magnitude, but that real power 
injection is independent of bus voltage magnitude in order to keep 1<x) path independent 
and thus realizable in closed form. Also, it was assumed that the voltage control loop is 
stable and that the only modeling of voltage control is the inclusion of var limits to 
represent exciter saturation. This latter assumption is very important to note, because it 
indicates that the use of energy functions to predict vulnerability to voltage instability must 
be restricted to those situations where stability is lost through disappearance of the steady-
state operating point through saddle-node bifurcation; the method will not be accurate 
when Hopf bifurcation is the culprit. Since proximity only to saddle-node bifurcation 
points can be monitored, the relevant UEPs to use with the energy measure are those 
whose associated Jacobian has a single positive eigenvalue. In other words, the energy 
function will be evaluated only at type-one UEPs. Since the Jacobian of the linearized 
dynamic system and the Jacobian of the power flow equations have the same number of 
eigenvalues with positive real part when the aforementioned assumptions are made [22], a 
UEP can be identified as type-one strictly on the basis of its load flow Jacobian. 
The energy function approach has many useful features which make it an attractive 
choice for assessing the security of a system. As shown in [ 17], if energy measure 
contours are plotted in PQ space, they are primarily parallel to the maximum loadability 
boundary l: and fairly evenly spaced. Hence, they can provide a relative stability ranking 
for a number of equilibrium points. Moreover, since the right eigenvector associated with 
the positive eigenvalue of a type-one UEP' s Jacobian approximates the initial direction the 
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collapse would take if that particular UEP were the critical one [23], and since this 
eigenvector has relatively large components at only a subset of the system buses, then the 
energy measure corresponding to each UEP can be associated with a particular area of the 
system For example, if a particular type-one UEP has a relatively large component at bus 
1, then the corresponding energy measure would indicate proximity to collapse centered 
about bus 1. This is a useful interpretation. Fmally, it was mentioned earlier that the 
energy function can take future system changes, particularly var limit enforcements, into 
account. This is true because var limits are enforced separately in calculating the high-
and the low-voltage solutions. This characteristic is particularly advantageous because 
low-voltage solutions tend to drive generators to their limits, thus lowering the height of 
the potential well that the system state must overcome to collapse. 
Thus, energy functions offer a smoothly varying, easily computed and interpreted 
measure of the proximity to collapse in an area of the system. Evaluating the function at a 
number of different type-one UEPs allows one to obtain and compare the security of 
different areas of the system and thereby identify the most stressed areas. Obviously, this 
requires that one somehow find this multitude of type-one solutions, a task which is far 
from straightforward. Moreover, one has no way of knowing which type-one solutions 
will be the critical ones as loading evolves. Consequently, the goal is to track a number of 
type-one low-voltage solutions in a manner independent of future load variation. These 
ideas will be illustrated in the next section. 
so 
2.8 The Need for Multiple Low-Voltage Solutions 
Consider the lossless, symmetric three-bus system shown in Figure 2.11. Buses 1 
and 2 are the load buses, while bus 3 is the slack bus. Such a system might model a large 
load center serviced by remote generation. At base loading, this system has four solutions, 
identified as solutions A, B, C, and D in Table 2.1. Solution A is the operable solution. 
The high voltage magnitudes assigned to buses 1 and 2 for solution A result in the least 
transmission losses and thus make solution A the desired operating point for the system. 
Solutions B and C are type-one low-voltage solutions, while solution D is a type-two low-
voltage solution. Recall that under the assumption that the voltage control loop is stable; 
the system will lose stability via a saddle-node bifurcation. Therefore, only the type-one 
solutions will be of interest in this discussion. 
Bus 1 Bus 2 
300 MW 
OMVar j0.1 
j0.4 
j0.1 
Bus 3 
(slack) 
300MW 
OMVar 
Figure 2.11: Simple three-bus system for illustrating load participation 
Table 2.1: Solutions for three-bus system 
Voltage Solution A Solution B Solution C Solution D 
v1 0.9487 0.2677 0.7477 0.3162 
91 -18.43 -77.52 -26.95 -71.56 
v2 0.9487 0.7471 0.2677 0.3162 
92 -18.43 -26.95 -77.52 -71.56 
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It is interesting to consider how these solutions change as system loading varies. 
Figures 2.12 through 2.14 show the positions of the four solutions in VrV2 space as 
loading is increased from the base case using three different participation schemes. In 
Figure 2.12, as load increases, bus 1 absorbs twice as much of the additional load as bus 2. 
For this situation, B is the critical solution, since it is the one that coalesces with A in a 
saddle-node bifurcation and causes a loss of solution. This occurs for a total system 
loading of 965 MW. Note that solutions C and D also coalesce, but at a lower loading of 
787 MW. On the other hand, when load participation at bus 2 is twice that at bus 1 
(Figure 2.13), C coalesces with A and is thus the critical solution. Recall that type-one 
low-voltage solutions can be associated with a particular bus or area of the system by 
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Figure 2.12: Maximum load participation at bus 1 
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looking at the eigenvectors corresponding to their positive eigenvalues. For this system, 
the eigenvectors indicate that B is the bus 1 low-voltage solution, while C is the bus 2 
solution. This identification makes intuitive sense. Observe that a bifurcation involving 
solution B accompanies a stressing of the area about bus 1, while stressing bus 2 induces 
instability via solution C. 
Now consider the more interesting case in which load participation is initially higher 
at bus 1, but, when the bus 1 load is 1.3 times the base value, participation is switched so 
that most of the additional load is absorbed by bus 2. The variation of the four solutions is 
shown in Figure 2.14. This time observe that although B is the solution initially moving 
toward A, it is ultimately C that is the critical one, coalescing with the operable solution 
and causing a loss of stability. It is clear that if only solution B had been followed, the 
assessment of voltage stability for the system would have been inaccurate, and the 
eventual loss of stability caused by the weakening of the area about bus 2 would never 
have been detected. 
This example underscores the need to track more than a single low-voltage solution. 
Particularly under the unusually stressed conditions associated with voltage collapse, it is 
difficult, and perhaps impossible, to ascertain exactly how system loading will vary. The 
set of most critical solutions (that is, the ones whose corresponding energy measure is 
lowest) at time to will most likely not be the set of most critical buses at some later time t1. 
Therefore, if only the most critical bus at a given time is tracked as loading increases, an 
accurate measure of system stability may not be obtained. Oearly, then, more than one 
low-voltage solution must be monitored as loading is increased. This task, while easy to 
S4 
justify, is far from simple to execute for the reasons alre~y discussed. The remainder of 
this thesis explores various methods of accomplishing this goal and introduces a new 
method more suitable for online application. 
ss 
CHAPTER3 
EXISTING TECHNIQUES FOR FINDING LOW-VOLTAGE SOLUTIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
The use of low-voltage solutions in assessing system voltage stability was described 
in the preceding chapter. There it was demonstrated that to gauge voltage stability 
reliably, one has to fmd a number of low-voltage solutions and to track them as the system 
evolves. However, this task can be quite computationally expensive, particularly when 
studying large systems, because a number of load flow solutions may have to be 
performed. Although it is important to identify the low-voltage solutions most critical to 
assessing the stability of the system, the need to assess voltage stability in an online 
setting, rather than solely in the planning stage, demands that this process be done 
efficiently. Thus, the goal of any low-voltage solution algorithm should be to compute all 
the most critical low-voltage solutions using as few ~ load flow solutions as possible. 
Given the nonlinearity of the power flow equations and the fractal regions of attraction of 
the various solutions, achieving this goal represents a formidable challenge. 
A number of methods for computing low-voltage solutions have been introduced 
over the last fifteen years in the hope of bringing the goal of online voltage security 
assessment to fruition. These methods have achieved varying degrees of success, but all 
are considered either too computationally expensive for online application or too sparing 
in the number of low-voltage solutions they find To provide a background for the 
development of the midpoint algorithm in Chapter 4, this chapter will survey a few of the 
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most popular existing techniques. The performance of each method will be evaluated in 
tenns of computational efficiency and reliability. 
3.2 Basic Algorithm of Tamura, Iba, and Iwamoto 
Shortly after introducing the optimal multiplier to mitigate the divergence of the 
Newton-Raphson load flow, Tamura and his colleagues introduced two methods for 
finding low-voltage solutions in [3]. The motivation for these algorithms is the hope that 
by varying the initial guess, the Newton-Raphson iteration can be initialized within the 
region of attraction of different power flow solutions. The first of these techniques, which 
the authors referred to as the basic algorith~, is an exhaustive search routine designed to 
find a large number of solutions. Its computational expense renders it inapplicable to 
systems of realistic size, but is discussed here because it provides the basis for the authors' 
second approach, the popular simplified method. Both methods employ the rectangular 
form of the Newton-Raphson equations. 
The basic algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
(0) Solve the power flow in the usual way to obtain the stable operating V, the 
vector of real and imaginary parts of all bus voltages. 
(1) Calculate a value V;" for each load bus i that represents the low-voltage solu-
tion for that bus if all other bus voltages are kept constant Recall from the 
discussion on multiple load-flow solutions in Chapter 2 that if the voltages 
are known at all buses except bus i, where P; and Q; are known quantities, 
then a quadratic equation may be written to find V;. Solving this quadratic 
equation may yield not only Vt, the bus i voltage found in step (0), but also a 
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low-voltage solution estimate, V;". This procedure is followed at all n-m 
load buses in the system. 
(2) Construct the set of all initial guess vectors V". Each vu is formed by setting 
the starting voltage for bus i equal to either Vt or the newly computed V;" . 
Each vu has at least a single bus i for which V;" is used. Since V;" was 
calculated at all n-m load buses, there are 211""'-1 vectors vu distinct from V'. 
(3) Compute full power flow solutions for each of the 211""'-1 initial guesses vu. 
Use the optimal multiplier to prevent divergence. 
The quadratic equations that must be solved in (1) can be derived as follows [17]. 
The load flow equations in rectangular coordinates are written as 
(3.1) 
II 
Q; = I, [w;(uig# - wib#)- u;(w;g# + uib# )] 
i•l 
(3.2) 
where 
II 
C = I, (uig# - w;bii) 
j=l,j-i (3.3) 
II 
D = I, (w;gii + uibii). 
j•l,j-i 
Multiply (3.1) by b;; and (3.2) by g;; and add the equations to obtain 
S8 
(3.4) 
Solve this equation for w;, thus obtaining 
w; =au;+ P (3.5) 
where 
g .. D -b .. C a= , , 
b;;D + g;;C 
~ _ P;b;; + Q;K;; 
- b;;D + g;;C . 
(3.6) 
Plugging (3.5) into (3.4) yields a quadratic in u;: 
(3.7) 
One solution to these two equations will be the desired low-voltage guess component 
V;"' = U; + jw;. 
The basic algorithm was used to good advantage by the author on small systems [3]. 
In particular, two solutions were found for a heavily loaded Ward and Hale six-bus 
system, and 57 different solutions were found on a lightly loaded Klos and Kerner 11-bus 
system. However, use of the basic algorithm is prohibitively expensive. For example, to 
calculate the 57 solutions to the Klos and Kerner system required (211-1 - 1) = 1023 power 
flow solutions. Obviously, for systems of realistic size, this inefficiency will be very 
problematic. The simplified method addresses this concern. 
3.3 Simplified Method 
The authors of [3] noted the initial guesses that most often converged to a solution 
were those for which only a single bus i was assigned v; and all other bus k voltage 
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guesses were set to v;. In light of this, the simplified method was proposed. In the 
simplified method, only those v• for which a single element i is set to Vt are used as 
initial guesses. Furthermore, PV buses are either omitted from the formulation (in which 
case, a total of n-m-1 different initial guesses is possible for an n-bus system with m PV 
buses), or they are recast as PQ, where the reactive power injections are set to their 
maximum var limits. For the latter case, n-1 different initial guesses are possible, so n-1 
power flow solutions have to be performed, compared to 2,._,.-1 with the basic algorithm; 
this affords the opportunity to compute the low-voltage solutions for systems of 
reasonable size. For example, the authors were able to find both solutions to a heavily 
loaded 43-bus case by solving only 19 load flows. 
An encouraging characteristic of the simplified method is that the solutions obtained 
tend to correspond to type-one UEPs [17]. Recall from Section 2.6 that when a system 
loses stability, it does so through a bifurcatio~ between the SEP and a type-one UEP. 
Thus, solving the n-1 power flows required by the simplified method provides a set of 
solutions which, depending on the future evolution of load, may coalesce with the 
operable solution and cause a loss of stability. It turns out that the energy measure 
associated with the bus i low-voltage solution (that is, the vector vu for which V; = Vt) 
provides a measure of voltage security in the area of bus i. Thus, the simplified method 
offers a convenient interpretation of the implications of each low-voltage solution obtained 
by using it. Of course, there is no guarantee that this method will find the single most 
critical solution, but the widespread adoption of the method suggests that it performs quite 
well in that regard. 
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However, the simplified method has two major drawbacks. First, although it offers 
a significant computational advantage over the basic algorithm, its requirement that n-1 
power flow solutions be perfonned to calculate the critical energy measures for an n-bus 
system is still too expensive for the majority of real power systems. Furthermore, because 
the method relies on conditioning the initial guess in hope of visiting the regions of 
attraction of all UEPs, convergence cannot be guaranteed. Still, the simplified method is 
one of the most widely used low-voltage solution algorithms. Its performance will be 
compared with that of the midpoint method in Chapter 4. 
3.4 Finding a Pair of Close Solutions 
It is clear from the nose curve of Figure 2. 8 that one indication of proximity to 
collapse could be the existence of high- and low-voltage solutions whose magnitudes are 
close ,to each other for a particular loading. A method developed by Iba et al. [6] seeks to 
detect this condition by exploiting a particular characteristic of the convergence of the 
rectangular Newton-Raphson load flow when solutions are close to each other. 
Numerical testing has shown that when a pair of load flow solutions x' and xu are close to 
each other, convergence to 'Jt tends to be along the line joining x' and xu. In other words, 
the kth iteration step Mused to compute x 1+1 = x 1 + Ax1 becomes more closely parallel 
to x•- x". Iba's method takes advantage of this property through application of the 
optimal multiplier. Recall that the optimal multiplier was obtained by solving a cubic 
equation with three required roots, Jl, J.1 2 , and J.13 • Iba's experience suggested that if all 
three of the multipliers Jl, J.1 2 , and J.1 3 were real, then a pair of closely located 
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solutions x' and xu existed. H Jl < J.L 2 < J.L 3 , then, in iterating x t+l = x t + Ax t to find x', 
calculating x0 = x1 + JJ. 3Ax
1 likely would provide a good approximation for xu, since AJt 
and x• - x • are increasingly collinear. The authors used this technique to good advantage 
on systems of various sizes and found that the accuracy of the initial guesses was genemlly 
excellent, resulting in rapid convergence to xu. 
lba's method is particularly appealing because it involves very little additional 
computation. In fact, as the authors demonstrate, both x' and xu often can be determined 
using a single power flow calculation. However, it should be emphasized that this method 
fmds a single low-voltage solution; it genemlly cannot find multiple low-voltage solutions, 
a serious a drawback in light of the discussion in Section 2.8. Moreover, its usefulness is 
suspect when the goal is to ascertain stability while still a reasonable distance from 
collapse. However, if one is primarily interested in detecting the condition in which only a 
single low-voltage solution remains, this algorithm provides an efficient vehicle. 
3.S Finding Low-Voltage Solutions by Tracing Manifolds 
In [7], the authors introduce a method that seeks all the solutions to the power 
balance equations. The method focuses solely on the topological structure associated with 
the solution set to a particular system of equations and is theoretically guaranteed to find 
all the solutions because it does not depend on the convergence properties of the Newton-
Raphson algorithm near the various solutions. The method assumes that one of the 
solutions is already known and that var limits on the generators are not enforced. This 
latter assumption is necessary so that the set of equations, and hence the topological 
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structures being investigated, do not change. The search for all solutions of the power 
flow equations can be restricted to a single quadrant of load parameter space. The key 
result is that any solution x• is connected to at least another solution x7 by a manifold M; 
and to some other solution x; by another manifold Mj. Consequently, from one solution, 
the algorithm fmds all other solutions by tracing manifolds. The algorithm essentially 
traces the smooth curves of the manifolds using the continuation method. 
Although this method calculates all the solutions to the power flow equations more 
efficiently than its chief predecessor, the application of the globally convergent probability-
one homotopy method by Salam et al. [24], it still requires that a number of power flow 
solutions proportional to the product of (n-1) and the number of solutions the system 
actually has be perfonned for an n-bus system, thus rendering it impractical for use in an 
online environment Moreover, this author has some concern about the actual need for an 
exhaustive determination of low-voltage solutions. Since type-one low-voltage solutions 
are generally the ones of interest for voltage stability assessment, the determination of all 
the solutions to the power flow equations may be of more academic interest. The 
computational expense of the manifold-tracing method renders it unattractive for practical 
application. 
3.6 Eigenvector Direction Method 
Although not an existing method in the sense that it is currently employed to find 
low-voltage solutions, the eigenvector direction method, developed in the course of this 
research as the immediate predecessor of the midpoint method, will now be discussed. 
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The development of this technique is fairly similar to that of the midpoint method, so it 
should provide a good foundation for presenting that material in the next chapter. 
3.6.1 Development 
Consider two solutions in state space x• and xu. Solution x• is the stable or high-
voltage solution, while xu is an unstable or low-voltage solution of interest. Consider the 
midpoint x• between them and the direction vector Ax joining all three solutions as shown 
in Figure 3.1. Expanding f(x•) and f(x•) in a Taylor series yields the expressions 
r{x')= r(x• +Ax)= r(x•)+J(x•)Ax +f{Ax)= 0 
r(x•) = r(x•- Ax)= r(x• )- J(x• )Ax+ f{Ax) = 0. 
Subtracting (3.9) from (3.8) yields 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
Oearly, unless Ax= 0, J(x•) is singular, and Ax is the eigenvector corresponding to the 
zero eigenvector of J { x •). Since x• is unknown, J { x •) and its eigenvectors are 
unknown, which is thus far inconsequential. However, if X1 and xu are close to x•, then 
one may claim that Ax may be approximated by the eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue of J { x •) having the smallest magnitude. A similar claim is often made when 
assessing the initial effects of voltage collapse associated with a particular solution using 
the right eigenvector associated with the positive eigenvalue of a UEP rather than the right 
eigenvector associated with the zero eigenvalue at the unknown collapse point. In fact, 
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Figure 3.1: Orientation of the three solutions 
several eigenvalues and eigenvectors for J(x•) may be calculated fairly efficiently using 
the inverse power method [25] or some other eigenvalue routine. Each of these 
eigenvectors may be interpreted as a search direction for finding low-voltage solutions, so 
one obtains a set of orthogonal directions to search in state space for low-voltage 
solutions. 
Once these eigenvectors have been determined, the degree to which they 
approximate Ax may be improved through iteration. This can be understood by 
considering the Taylor expansion 
r(x•)= r(x• +2Ax)= r(x•)+2J(x·~ +4f(Ax) 
and noting that r(x•) = r(x•) = 0. Thus, 
-J(x·~ = 2f{Ax). 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
This is an exact relationship for Ax. Thus, to improve the search direction offered by a 
particular eigenvector, substitute it for Ax in (3.12) and iterate once or twice. Call the 
resulting direction vector Ax •. Then, applying the optimal multiplier result discussed in 
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Section 2.4, in a manner to be addressed in more detail when the midpoint method is 
developed in the next section, quite possibly provides a good estimate for a low-voltage 
solution. 
An interesting modification of this method is that, in addition to finding the 
eigenvector directions associated with 'Jt, the algorithm may pursue the eigenvector 
directions calculated from each of the low-voltage solutions found. Thus, each 
subsequent solution gives rise to another set of orthogonal search directions, possibly 
uncovering additional low-voltage solutions with their own associated search directions. 
Unfortunately, as more search directions emerge, computational requirements burgeon. In 
fact, for ann-bus system with p solutions, a maximum of 2(n-1)p eigenvectors must be 
calculated, followed by 2(n-1)p power flows. Obviously, such requirements severely 
hinder the usefulness of this technique for reasonably sized systems. This method is of 
academic interest, however, so the results obtained by applying it to small systems will 
now be discussed. 
3.6.2 Results of the eigenvector direction method 
Consider first the application of the method to the Klos and Kerner three-bus system 
first described in [11]. This system is known to have high-voltage solution 
x = (tOOOLOo ,10782L- 0.99° ,10500L- 0.63° ), and it also has three low-voltage 
solutions. The eigenvector method was used to find them. Table 3.1 demonstrates the 
process of finding these solutions. When one starts from the high solution "Jt, the smallest 
eigenvalue and the third smallest eigenvalue (in magnitude) correspond to eigenvectors 
that lead to unique low-voltage solutions; the second and fourth smallest eigenvalues 
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uncover the same solutions as the frrst and third eigenvalues, respectively. Denote these 
low-voltage solutions as x: and x: . Then, the smallest magnitude eigenvalue of J{x:) 
corresponds to an eigenvector that uncovers the third low-voltage solution x:. Thus, all 
four solutions of the Klos and Kerner three-bus system have been found using five 
eigenvalue/eigenvector calculations and six power flow solutions. 
Table 3.1: Application of eigenvalue method to Klos-Kemer system 
Starting Solution Eigenvalue # (1 = smallest) Solution Found 
x' 1 Xau 
2 Xau 
3 Xbu 
4 Xbu 
Xau 1 Xcu 
The eigenvector direction method was then applied to the Stagg five-bus system. 
Table 3.2 shows the results of this endeavor. In the table, the various solutions are 
distinguished by the energy of the solutions to which they converge, and the eigenvector 
from which these solutions were found is identified by two digits. The first digit indicates 
the number of the low-voltage solution for which the corresponding 
eigenvalue/eigenvector pair was calculated. (The solutions are numbered in the order in 
which they are found, and the high-voltage solution is identifed as solution 0.) Call this 
solution the "source solution." The second digit indicates which eigenvalue/eigenvector 
pair of the source solution found the new low-voltage solutio~. Thus, if the source 
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solution digit is 2 and the eigenvalue number is 3, then the particular low-voltage solution, 
identified by its associated energy measure, was found from the eigenvector corresponding 
to the third smallest eigenvalue of the Jacobian evaluated at the second solution found for 
that particular loading. Data were collected over a wide load range, and loading was 
increased uniformly at all buses as a function of load parameter A.. The most noticeable 
characteristic of the method is that, as loading increases toward collapse at A. = 3.035, the 
critical low-voltage solution is found from the smallest eigenvalue/eigenvector of J(x• ). 
Table 3.2: Application of eigenvector method to Stagg five-bus system 
A. Source Eigenvalue Eigenvalue Energy of Solution 
Solution# # Solution Type 
1.0 0 3.3296 1 3.4279 1 
0 13.0901 3 2.2722 1 
1 0.1964 1 3.4285 2 
1.2 0 12.7454 3 1.9746 1 
1.4 0 12.3798 3 1.6890 1 
1.6 0 11.9899 3 1.4148 1 
1.8 0 2.6529 1 1.1523 1 
2.0 0 2.4528 1 0.9024 1 
2.2 0 2.2324 1 0.6672 1 
2.4 0 1.9824 1 0.4504 1 
2.6 0 1.6853 1 0.2588 1 
2.8 0 1.2962 1 0.1032 1 
3.0 0 0.5682 1 0.0057 1 
3.035 0 0.0617 1 0.0001 1 
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Moreover, although not shown in Table 3.2, for very low loading levels (A. S 1.0, 
where A.= 1.0 corresponds to base load), type-two and even type-three solutions were 
found. Again, the usefulness of this trait for static voltage stability assessment is 
somewhat suspect, and the computational expense of the method is prohibitive for larger 
systems. 
3. 7 Shortcomings of Existing Methods 
This chapter has surveyed only a few existing methods for finding low-voltage 
power flow solutions. The treatment is by no means complete, but the selected algorithms 
represent the major classes of techniques available. They also elucidate some problems 
that plague all existing techniques, shortcomings that the midpoint method has been 
developed to mitigate. 
Computational expense is the most obvious area in which many of these techniques 
need improvement, particularly if they are to be used for online studies. Table 3.3 
summarizes the number of power flows that must be perfonned to find the set of lowest-
energy solutions for each method. These statistics pertain to a system having n buses, m 
of which are PV, for which p low-voltage solutions exist. Because computational speed 
has increased dramatically over the last few years, the need to perform multiple load flows 
is not an impediment to online usage for small- and medium-sized systems. However, for 
larger bulk power systems typically studied in practice, the number of power flows to 
perform certainly must be kept to a minimum. The basic, simplified, manifold-tracing, and 
eigenvector direction methods fail to satisfy this requirement. Iba's method, though 
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Table 3.3: Computational requirements for the various methods 
Method # of Power Flows Comments 
Basic 2o-m-1 Not limited to type-one solutions 
Simplified n-1 Finds type-one solutions only 
' 
Manifold Tracing (n-1)p Finds all power flow solutions 
Eigenvector Direction 2(n-1)p Also requires many eigenvector 
calculations 
lba 1 Applicable only to critically loaded 
systems 
computationally thrifty, is inadequate because it fails to track multiple low-voltage 
solutions. 
Another and perhaps more subtle malady plaguing some of these methods is their 
dependence on the rather capricious convergence characteristics of the Newton-Raphson 
load flow. The regions of convergence of the various solutions to the load flow equations 
possess fractal boundaries [2]. Figure 3.2 demonstrates the implications of this 
characteristic for the Stagg five-bus system. This plot was generated by varying the initial 
guess for voltage magnitude and angle over a 100-by-100 grid in bus 5 voltage-angle 
space and determining the solutions to which each initial guess converged. The different 
solutions are distinguished by their associated energy measures, which are plotted along 
the z-axis. Observe that the boundaries between the different convergence regions are 
extremely complex. Thorp and Naqavi [2] showed that these boundaries are actually 
fractal, for if they are inspected on increasingly smaller scales, they retain the same degree 
of complexity. This proves perilous for any algorithm whose success in finding low-
voltage solutions depends upon its ability to find initial guesses sufficiently close to the 
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low-voltage solutions. Given the fractal nature of the regions of convergence, no matter 
how close an initial guess is to a particular low-voltage solution, it cannot be guaranteed 
that the initial guess lies within that solution's region of convergence. The basic, 
simplified, eigenvector direction, Iba's, and the soon-to-be-discussed mippoint method all 
seek good initial guesses to find low-voltage solutions and are thus plagued by this 
handicap; only Ma and Thorp's manifold-tracing method is immune. However, it certainly 
can be argued that the likelihood of an initial guess lying within the region of convergence 
of a solution increases as the initial guess becomes more accurate. This is the argument by 
which the midpoint method shall be promoted. 
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CHAPTER4 
DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE OF THE MIDPOINT METHOD 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter will explore all aspects of the midpoint method for determining low-
voltage solutions to the load flow problem. It will first develop the algorithm and 
demonstrate how it is derived largely from the structure of the power flow mismatch 
equations. It will thus become clear that execution of the algorithm requires little 
additional computation, a key advantage of the midpoint method. Then, the performance 
of the algorithm on three test systems of various sizes will be described. The ability of the 
algorithm to converge to multiple low-voltage solutions over a wide load range and with 
good initial guesses will be demonstrated. Since computational expense is a key concern, 
special attention will be paid to determining the set of buses at which to apply the 
midpoint method. Various screening methods may be applied, and the merits of each will 
be demonstrated. 
To motivate the use of the algorithm in finding system UEPs, this chapter will 
compare the performance of the algorithm to that of the most popular existing method for 
finding low-voltage solutions, the simplified method discussed in Section 3.3. 
Comparisons will be drawn between each algorithm's ability to find critical low-voltage 
solutions, accuracy of each method's initial guesses, and number of iterations required for 
each to converge. Given the results of these comparisons, various possible enhancements 
of the midpoint method and its associated screening tools will be described. 
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Before delving into the derivation of the method, consider again the motivation for 
this research: existing methods for determining low-voltage power flow solutions either 
miss critical type-one UEPs or are too ·computationally expensive for online usage. The 
goal of the midpoint method is to provide a more robust and efficient method for 
determining the set of type-one low-voltage solutions closest to the operable solution. 
4.2 Development of the Midpoint Method 
Recall that the power balance constraints for an (n+J)-bus system (where bus n+l 
is the slack) may be expressed as 
(4.1) 
where S is a vector of the constant real and reactive power injection (load minus 
generation) at all nongenerator buses and the real power and voltage-magnitude equality 
constraints at all PV buses except the slack. For convenience, assume that the first m 
buses are PV and that the remaining n-m nonslack buses are PQ. Then, one may express 
S as 
S = [P., ... ,P,.; V12 , ••• ,V,;; p m+P···,P,.; Qm+P···,Q,.]T. (4.2) 
The unknown quantities are the real and imaginary parts of voltage at all buses: 
x = [ u1 , ••• , u,. ; w 1 , ••• , w,. ] (4.3) 
with x • the value of x when a solution satisfying the constraints has been found. The 
vector of functions 
(4.4) 
provides the bus powers and voltages in light of the current iteration's solution vector. 
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Recall that the goal of the power flow is to find x • so that S = f (x ·), that is, to find x so 
that the functional values match the known or regulated values for bus power injections 
and voltage magnitudes. For a PV bus, the constraints are real power injection and 
voltage magnitude, while for PQ buses the real and reactive power injections are 
constraints. Thus, for both PV and PQ buses, defme 
/pi(x) =-t [u;(uigv- wibv)+ w;(wigv + uibv)]. 
j=l 
(4.5) 
For PV buses define 
(4.6) 
and at PQ buses define 
,. . 
~i(x) =-I, [w;(uigij - wibij)- u;(wigij + uibv )]. 
jcl 
(4.7) 
Because the power balance equations are quadratic with no first-order terms, we may 
express (4.1) exactly as the following Taylor expansion: 
s = r(x·)= f(x+~x) = f(x)+J(x)Ax+f(Ax). (4.8) 
This equation will be the starting point for deriving the relationships between the operable 
solution and the low-voltage solutions. 
Denote the operable solution is denoted as x•, where the superscript indicates that 
the operating point is stable. Moreover, designate any one of the low-voltage solutions as 
xu. Obviously, since xu and x' are solutions, then S = r(x•) = f(x• ). Fmally, as in 
Figure 3.1, define the midpoint of the line in state space that joins these two solutions as 
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xm, and the vector joining x• to x• (equivalent to the vector joining x• to xj as Ax•. 
Thus, 
(4.9) 
Now, from (4.8) and the fact that f(x) is quadratic, so that f(~)= J.1 2f(Ax), it is clear 
that 
r(x•) = r(x• + 11x•) = r(x• )+ J(x• )dx• + r(Ax•) = s 
r(x•)= r(x• -Ax·)= r(x•)-J(x•)dx• +f(Ax•)=S. 
Subtracting (4.11) from (4.10) yields 
0 = 2J(x• )dx•. 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
This statement suggests that J is singular at x•, so x• is a point on the maximum 
loadability boundary 1:. Consequently, the change in load encountered while moving in 
state space along Axm can be considered one amount of load variation that collapses a 
system fonnerly operating at x•. As will be seen shortly, this collapse path tends to be 
associated more with an It norm (that is, it tends to lie primarily along a single dimension) 
than with an /2 norm. The vector Ax• will be referred to as the midpoint direction. 
Equation ( 4.12) also indicates that 11x• is the right eigenvector associated with the 
zero eigenvalue of the I acobian at x•. Hence, 11x• indicates the inital direction of collapse 
from x•. Moreover, it is observed from (4.9) that x•, "Jt, and xu are collinear and that x• is 
equidistant from x• and xu. Hence, x• is the boundary point closest in solution space to 
both "Jt and xu. Fmally, it is clear that, starting from the operable solution "Jt, to find xu it 
suffices to know 11x•. The remaining analysis seeks to approximate this vector. 
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Writing the Taylor expansion of ( 4.8) about x• yields 
(4.13) 
By subtracting (4.10) from (4.13) and noting from (4.12) J(x•)Ax• = 0, one finds that 
(4.13) may be rewritten as J(x• )Ax• = 2[r(x• )- f(x•)] or equivalently as 
(4.14) 
This provides an analytical expression for the midpoint direction. The first term of the 
product, [J(x• )]-1 , should be readily available since J(x•) is known in factored form 
provided that~ was found using a Newton-Raphson load flow. The second term is more 
troublesome, however. The quantity [r(x• )- r(x• )], which represents the difference in 
power injection (load minus generation) associated with x' and ,en, shall be called the 
midpoint mismatch, denoted by AS. This quantity is unknown since X111 is unknown. 
Otherwise, Ax• could be evaluated directly in (4.14) and then used to find X0 • Since ,rn is 
unknown, an approximation must be employed. 
To develop the approximation, first make use of the optimal multiplier result 
discussed in Section 2.4. Recall that the optimal multiplier is used to obtain the best 
possible update for the solution guess along a given direction Ax. In other words, once 
Axt = -J(xt{s- f{xt)] has been calculated, evaluating xt+l = xt + J..lAxt rather than 
simply xk+l = xt + Axt minimizes a cost function, defined as the square of the norm of 
the power flow mismatch equations, along M. The value of the optimal multiplier is 
obtained by solving the cubic equation 
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(4.15) 
This equation has three roots, with either one or all three roots real. If ( 4.15) has only one 
real root J..L, then the cost function has a single minimum along M. However, if three real 
roots J..L, J.1 2, and J.13 exist such that J.1 < J.12 < J.13, then J,!Ax1 uncovers the closest local 
minimum, J.12Ax
1 
uncovers a local maximum, and J.13Ax1 results in the more remote local 
minimum. 
Consider the application of the optimal multiplier to the problem of finding an xu 
from x• without knowing Ax•. Clearly, ( 4.9) suggests that 
(4.16) 
so that x• and xu lie along Ax ... In light of the optimal multiplier, precise knowledge of 
Ax• is not necessary to find xu from x•. Rather, suppose that a vector Axe that is collinear 
with Ax .. is found and that the optimal multiplier is applied to it Since x• is a power flow 
solution, the cost function is already zero, so Jl = 0 . Whether J.12 and J.13 exist depends 
upon the g coefficients in ( 4.15). Specifically, if g i < 4 g 1 g 3 , then J.12 and · J.13 are real. 
Since J.13 brings the new solution guess to the more remote local minimum of the cost 
function, and since xu is a power flow solution and thus an absolute minimum of the cost 
function along ax•' then 
(4.17) 
$ 
Unfortunately, a collinear vector Axe is not known. However, this treabnent of the 
optimal multiplier suggests that if a reasonably accurate approximation Ax~ for Axe is 
obtained, then evaluating 
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(4.18) 
should provide a good initial guess x0 for xu. A good initial guess is one which is close in 
state space to xu. Quantitatively, this means that the initial mismatch 
(4.19) 
is small. The task now is to decide upon an adequate approximation for Axe. 
Because of the linearity of (4.14), it is clear that to approximate Ax• by Axe•, the 
midpoint mismatch AS = f ( x .. ) - f ( x 1 ) must be approximated. Recall that the midpoint 
solution x• is the point on the maximum loadability boundary l: closest in soluion space to 
both x' and xu. Thus, AS provides the parameter variation which collapses the system via 
this bifurcation point. Numerical examination has shown that AS typically contains a 
relatively large component at only a single bus, and then only in the reactive component at 
that bus. Furthermore, this bus number corresponds to the bus number used to identify 
the solution (see Section 2.8). 
For example, consider Figure 4.1 in which the real and reactive mismatches at the 
midpoint solution are plotted for each bus as load is increased uniformly at all buses of the 
Stagg five-bus system. These values are normalized with respect to the largest midpoint 
mismatch value at each particular loading. For this case, the midpoint x• was calculated 
using x • = 05 * ( x 1 + x •) where xu is the solution corresponding to bus 5 found using 
the simplified method. The figure shows that the reactive power mismatch at bus 5 is the 
dominant component of AS. In other words, the path to collapse via bifurcation at 
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Figure 4.1: Midpoint mismatches for Stagg five-bus system 
x• is dominated by a change in reactive power at bus 5 alone. Since this path to collapse 
is by definition AS, it is clear that AS may be approximated as a vector As• consisting 
entirely of zero elements except for a single element corresponding to the bus for which an 
associated low-voltage solution is desired; that element is set to one. Again, because of 
the linearity of ( 4.14), the accuracy of this approximation determines the accuracy of Axe•, 
which, in turn, is the approximation for Ax•. Applying the third optimal multiplier J.13 as in 
(4.17) should then result in a correspondingly accurate initial guess x0• 
4.3 Midpoint Method Low-Voltage Solution Algorithm 
The above developments may now be summarized in the form of a computationally 
inexpensive algorithm. The algorithm is repeatedly applied to each bus k in a set K 
consisting of all buses for which potential low-voltage solutions are desired. It is assumed 
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that the operable solution x' has already been found. For each bus k in K, the following 
tasks are performed: 
1) Set AS* with a single nonzero element at the position of the reactive power 
mismatch for bus k. 
2) Calculate the search direction Axe- using (4.14) with AS* replacing 
3) Attempt to apply the optimal multiplier technique. One of the three roots to the 
cubic equation will be zero. If the two remaining roots are complex conjugates, 
then a second local minimum of the square of the norm of the power flow 
mismatches does not exist along Axe•, and the effort to find a low-voltage 
solution corresponding to that bus should be abandoned. If, however, the two 
additional roots are real, then the largest root f.13 determines how far to move in 
the direction Axe•. Set x0 = x• + J,.LAxc:• as the initial estimate of xu. 
4) Solve the Newton-Raphson power flow using x0 as an initial guess for xu. 
The main advantage that this method enjoys over those presented in Chapter 3 is 
that its computational requirements are quite reasonable. If the operable solution has been 
found using the Newton-Raphson method, then J(x') is already available in factored form. 
Otherwise, it must be calculated and factored once for the entire set K. Moreover, since 
AS* is a sparse vector, Axe- can be calculated very efficiently using sparse vector methods · 
with fast-forward, full-backward substitution [26]. (Henceforth, AS• and Axe- will be 
denoted as AS and Ax for notational simplicity.) Calculating f.13 is a trivial task as well, 
requiring only a power flow mismatch calculation and a few operations of order n. 
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Finally, provided the initial guess x0 is good, which means that p in (4.19) is small, the 
second power flow solution should converge fairly quickly. The performance of the 
algorithm in this regard will be evaluated shortly. 
The final issue to address is the determination of the set K of buses to check. This 
set should be general enough so that no critical low-voltage solutions are missed. Yet it 
should not be so inclusive that an excessive number of power flow solutions must be 
performed. Specifically, for the midpoint method to become preferable to the simplified 
method, the most critical low-voltage solutions should be identified using fewer than n-1 
power flow solutions. A newly developed, easily computed linear sensitivity screening 
measure will be discussed in Section 4.6. 
4.4 Performance of the Midpoint Method 
This section explores the application of the midpoint method to systems of various 
sizes and complexities. Performance will be evaluated in terms of the method's ability to 
track several low-voltage solutions as loading is increased over a wide load range toward 
maximum loadability, as well as its ability to obtain accurate initial guesses. The effect of 
alternative load parametrizations and the enforcement of var limits will also be addressed. 
4.4.1 Tracking low-voltage solutions 
The symmetrical three-bus system used to illustrate the effect of load participation 
on the identity of the critical low-voltage solution was studied first to establish the ability 
of the midpoint method to track both of its type-one low-voltage solutions. Specifically, 
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Specifically, consider the case in which load participation at bus 1 is twice that at bus 2. 
Recall from Figure 2.12 that the low-voltage solution corresponding to bus 1 was critical, 
coalescing with the high-voltage solution at a total system load of 965 MW. The type-one 
solution associated with bus 2 vanished at a total load of 787 MW when it coalesced with 
the type-two solution. Figure 4.2 illustrates the ability of the midpoint method to track 
both of these solutions over the entire load range for which they exist. These curves were 
obtained by increasing load uniformly at both load buses and applying the midpoint · 
method at these buses for each loading. The results are encouraging because they suggest 
that the method does fulfill its primary goal of finding type-one low-voltage solutions 
reliably, at least for this simple system. 
The next system of interest was the Stagg five-bus system. The existence of low-
voltage solutions for this system was previously studied using the simplified method in 
[27]. For extremely low loadings, the Stagg five-bus system has four low-voltage 
solutions, but beyond the base loading only one type-one solution has been found. 
Application of the midpoint method to this system accurately portrayed this behavior, as 
shown in Figure 4.3. Again, load was increased uniformly throughout the system, and the 
midpoint method was applied at all buses to find the low-voltage solution associated with 
each bus. Interestingly, for A. ranging between 1.9 and 2.8, the final low-voltage solution 
was discovered by applying the method at all four nonslack buses. This behavior 
illustrates the manner in which various areas of the system tend to merge as the load 
approaches critical levels. For a highly interconnected model such as the Stagg five-bus 
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system, the entire network tends to merge into a single area. An implication of areas 
merging for larger systems is that often only the weakest areas of the system need be 
identified; the associated low-voltage solutions may then be obtained by applying the 
midpoint method at the center bus for that area or at its nearest neighbors. Consequently, 
it is sometimes helpful to have some idea of the topology of the network when searching 
for low-voltage solutions. 
The algorithm was then applied to the IEEE 118-bus system Again, real and 
reactive loads were increased unifonnly at all buses. Generator participation factors were 
obeyed, and var limits enforced. Violations of var limits were not checked until the power 
flows had converged. The 118-bus system has several low-voltage solutions, among the 
most critical of which are those corresponding to buses 1, 21, 43, 44, 53, and 95 [28]. 
Figure 4.4 illustrates the ability of the simplified method to track these solutions over the 
load ranges for which they exist Bus 44 is the critical bus for this particular load 
parametrization, though a slight change in load participation may ultimately cause bus 95 
to be critical because it appears to be extremely sensitive to load increases. Note that the 
point of maximum loadability corresponds to A = 2. 92. When the midpoint method was 
applied at these six buses and the energies of the resulting solutions were plotted as 
functions of load, the six curves of Figure 4.5 were produced. These profiles closely 
resemble those of Figure 4.4, with a few notable exceptions. For example, the midpoint 
algorithm failed to trace the most critical solution at bus 44 all the way to the point of 
collapse. Instead, applying the method at bus 45 for A > 2.87 allows the most critical 
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solution to be traced to the point of collapse. Another ·example of the merging of areas 
is offered by bus 52, whose associated low-voltage solution eventually merges with that of 
bus 53. Again, the importance of considering the nearest neighbors of critical buses is 
emphasized The most important conclusion drawn from this exercise, however, is that 
the midpoint method exhibits good convergence properties, for it is able to track a number 
of low-voltage solutions over a wide load range. 
This encouraging behavior is not specific to the case of uniform load 
parameterization. Figure 4.6 reveals that when load is increased only at buses 43 and 95 
and at their sets of nearest neighbors (44, 34, 36, 37, 45 and 96, 82, 94, 80, 92, 100, 97), 
application of the midpoint method at these buses is successful in tracing the set of low-
voltage solutions towards maximum loadability. Several other load parametrizations were 
investigated, and each was successfully handled by the midpoint method. Load voltage 
dependencies were not investigated, however. This is an issue of future research. 
Another issue that has both present and future research implications is the effect of 
var limit enforcement on the performance of the midpoint method. In all the plots 
presented thus far, var limits were ignored until the norm of the power flow mismatches 
approached zero. Recall that when a var limit is seen to be violated, the PV bus is recast 
as a PQ bus with reactive load set at its maximum var limit, and the power flow must then 
be resolved. Obviously, the need to repeat the power flow calculation can have a 
profound impact on the quality of the initial guess obtained using the midpoint method, 
especially since low-voltage solutions tend to push var sources to their limits. Thus, 
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proper enforcement of generator var limits is a key concern. In this research, when 
the midpoint method was applied at generator buses, the generator buses were first recast 
as load buses set to their maximum var limits. This approach met with limited success, as 
will be shown in the following section. The point at which var limits were checked also 
has a profound impact on the performance of the algorithm, though not on its convergence 
properties. When var limits are checked as the norm of the power flow mismatches falls 
below 100 per-unit, no difference is noticed in the ability of the method to converge to 
low solutions. However, early enforcement of var limits does have a favorable effect on 
the number of iterations needed to converge to the low-voltage solution. This will be 
demonstrated shortly. 
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4.4.2 Accuracy of initial guesses 
For the midpoint method to be a reliable low-voltage solution technique, it should 
provide initial guesses from which convergence to the low-voltage solution is efficiently 
accomplished. This means that the initial mismatches associated with the low-voltage 
guesses should be small and that the number of iterations required to converge should also 
be small. This section explores both of these issues. 
Figure 4. 7 plots the maximwn element of the mismatch at the initial guesses 
associated with the two load buses of the symmetrical three-bus system as load is 
increased twice as fast at bus 1 as at bus 2. The curves show that as the load in the system 
is increased, so long as both solutions exist, the initial mismatches for each guess are quite 
low, thus increasing the likelihood that the low-voltage solution calculations will 
converge. This is particularly true of the initial guess for bus 1, which improves 
significantly as maximum loadability is approached. The increase in the maximum 
mismatch for the bus 2 initial guess also proves beneficial, for it suggests that the bus 2 
low-voltage solution might no longer exist beyond a certain loading. This observation 
fonns the foundation for screening buses by initial cost, a topic which will be addressed in 
Section 4.6. At any rate, the low initial mismatches suggest that the initial guesses are 
quite good. 
A similar conclusion can be drawn for the method applied to the IEEE 118-bus 
system. Figure 4.8 indicates that the initial mismatches are again quite small for the most 
critical buses as loading is increased. The initial guesses improve significantly as the 
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system approaches maximum loadability, thereby ameliorating the convergence ability of 
the algorithm as the system becomes more stressed. 
An interesting aspect of the mismatches at the midpoint method's initial guesses is 
that they tend to have as their largest elements the real power component corresponding 
to the bus at which the midpoint method was applied. This differs, for example, from the 
simplified method, whose ·initial guesses incur their greatest mismatches in the reactive 
power injection of a bus that is usually not the bus at which the method was applied. 
Curiously, this characteristic of the midpoint method changes as maximum loadability 
approaches, where the largest mismatches are then seen to be reactive in nature. 
This behavior is chronicled in Table 4.1 for the Stagg five-bus system for five 
different loadings. In this table, "p" denotes real power and "q" denotes reactive power, 
while "n" indicates that no guess was possible. Thus, the notation "p2" suggests that the 
maximum mismatch of the initial guess corresponded to the real power injection at bus 2, 
while "nO" indicates that no initial guess was possible. Similar observations hold for the 
IEEE 118-bus system. These results intimate that perhaps the midpoint method could be 
improved by making the approximation of the midpoint mismatch slightly more flexible 
than simply defming it as a singleton. Some preliminary exploration of the concept of an 
adaptive· AS has been conducted, but it will receive greater attention in future research. 
The last load entry of Table 4.1 suggests another important concept. Originally it 
was hoped that the computation expense of the method could be improved if the number 
of buses at which the midpoint method was unable to determine an initial guess increased 
noticeably as loading was increased. Recall that no initial guess is possible if only one root 
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Table 4.1: Location of maximum mismatches for Stagg five-bus system 
A. Bus# Max. A. Bus# Max. 
Mismatch Mismatch 
0.500 2 p2 2.000 2 p2 
3 p3 3 p3 
4 p4 4 p4 
5 p5 5 p5 
1.000 2 nO 2.500 2 q2 
3 p3 3 p3 
4 p4 4 q4 
5 p5 5 p5 
1.500 2 p2 2.975 2 nO 
3 p3 3 nO 
4 p4 4 nO 
5 pS 5 q5 
of the cubic equation used to find the optimal multiplier is real. Unfortunately, Figure 4.9 
indicates that the benefits of losing initial guesses are felt only when the system is on the 
brink of losing solvability. Then, the number of no-guess buses increases dramatically. 
Prior to this point, the plot is not the anticipated monotonically increasing function. 
Of course, the accuracy of an initial guess does not always translate into quick 
convergence to the low-voltage solution. This is due to the fractal convergence 
boundaries of the Newton-Raphson's solutions. However, the power flows performed to 
find the low-voltage solutions generally converged quickly, particularly when generator 
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buses were excluded from the search and var limits were enforced early in the solution 
process. For the critical low-voltage solutions, Figure 4.10 shows that convergence is 
particularly quick and accelerates as the system inches closer to maximum loadability. 
More will be said concerning this issue in the next section. 
4.5 Comparison of the Midpoint and Simplified Methods 
As stated earlier, one of the most popular existing methods for finding low-voltage 
solutions is the simplified method. Recall that this technique provides a fairly reliable and 
easily intetpreted mechanism for finding type-one UEPs, although it is somewhat too 
expensive for online application to large systems. This section compares the performance 
of the midpoint and simplified methods in terms of the number of unique low-voltage 
solutions each is able to find, the accuracy of each method's initial guesses, and the 
expediency with which their subsequent low-voltage power flows converge. It will be 
shown that the reliability of the midpoint method compares well with that of the simplified 
method if certain refinements of the technique are adopted. The next section will then 
present a screening tool that greatly enhances the midpoint method's greatest attribute, 
computational efficiency. 
4.5.1 Convergence characteristics 
The ability to find all critical low-voltage solutions is an uncompromisable 
requirement for all low-voltage solution routines. In this study, the number of unique 
solutions having energy less than various critical energy levels was tallied for each method. 
This count was conducted as the load parameter A. ranged from 2.0 to 3.0 in 
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value. The intent was to obtain some idea of how the performances of the algorithms 
compare when trying to find solutions at various levels of system stress. In particular, this 
study focused on whether one method perfonned better than the other in detecting 
solutions while still a sizable distance away from maximum loadability, and how their 
performances compared in the more crucial stages of load development. These tests were 
performed for both the Stagg five-bus and the IEEE 118-bus systems. 
For the Stagg five-bus system, the two methods perfonned identically, as shown in 
Table 4.2. Whether a solution was a substantial distance from maximum loadability or 
right on the brink of collapse, both methods were able to find it. This was an encouraging 
achievement for the midpoint method. 
Table 4.2: Unique solutions found for Stagg five-bus system 
Energy of #of Unique Solutions Found by #of Unique Solutions Found by 
Solution Simplified Method Midpoint Method 
< 10.0 183 183 
<5.0 156 156 
< 3.0 97 97 
<2.0 72 72 
< 1.0 43 43 
<0.5 25 25 
<0.2 13 13 
Initial performance of the midpoint method applied to the IEEE 118-bus system was 
not quite so promising, particularly when trying to find noncritical low-voltage solutions. 
Table 4.3 shows that the simplified method is much better in finding solutions with energy 
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measures from 3.0 to 10.0. The midpoint method found only 87% as many solutions with 
energy less than 10.0 as did its counterpart. However, the comparison is much more 
favorable when the focus is on low-energy solutions. The comparison becomes even more 
favorable if generator buses are excluded from the set of buses at which the simplified and 
midpoint techniques are applied. Table 4.4 shows that although the simplified method 
" performs slightly better in finding the highest-energy low-voltage solutions when 
generators are not searched, the midpoint method is more adept at finding the more 
critical solutions. This suggests that the manner in which generator buses have been 
treated by the midpoint method is somewhat deficient A better way to treat PV buses 
with the midpoint method will be pursued in future research. For now, a sound approach 
might be to apply the simplified method at generator buses and the midpoint method at 
load buses. However, adoption of this hybrid technique might be necessary only if one is 
interested in more than just the most critical low-voltage solutions. As indicated by Table 
4.3, the two methods perform almost identically in finding the low-energy solutions. 
Table 4.3: Unique solutions found for IEEE 118-bus system 
Energy of #of Unique Solutions Found by #of Unique Solutions Found by 
Solution Simplified Method Midpoint Method 
< 10.0 2012 1746 
< 5.0 849 795 
< 3.0 257 252 
<2.0 90 88 
< 1.0 16 16 
<0.5 6 6 
<0.2 2 2 
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Table 4.4: Unique solutions for the IEEE 118-bus system with generators discounted 
Energy of #of Unique Solutions Found by #of Unique Solutions Found by 
Solution Simplified Method Midpoint Method 
< 10.0 1559 1536 
<5.0 629 639 
<3.0 202 211 
<2.0 68 74 
< 1.0 13 15 
<0.5 6 6 
<0.2 2 2 
Table 4.5: Unique solutions for IEEE 118-bus system with early var limit enforcement 
Energy of #of Unique Solutions Found by #of Unique Solutions Found by 
Solution Simplified Method Midpoint Method 
< 10.0 1703 1644 
<5.0 682 657 
<3.0 229 223 
<2.0 82 82 
< 1.0 15 15 
<0.5 5 5 
<0.2 1 1 
Another key issue is the timing of var limit enforcement. For the results in Tables 
4.2 through 4.4, var limits were not checked until the power flow had converged. Now 
consider the case in which var limits are enforced when the norm of mismatch decreases 
below 100 per-unit. Table 4.5 shows that, with generators excluded from the set of buses 
to check, both methods find more higher-energy solutions than they were able to uncover 
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when the checking of var limits was delayed, although both miss a solution on the brink of 
collapse (at A= 2.92). Once again, the simplified method outshines the midpoint method in 
detennining higher-energy solutions. However, the two techniques are equally capable in 
finding solutions with energy measures less than 2.0. 
4.5.2 Accuracy of initial guesses 
A particularly strong advantage of the midpoint method is that it calculates initial 
guesses that generally have significantly smaller associated mismatches than those guesses 
produced by the simplified method. In this study, initial guesses were calculated by both 
methods as load was varied over the range 2.0 ~ A ~ 3.0 , and the number of times 
mismatches of various magnitudes were encountered was tallied for each method. Results 
were collected for both the Stagg five-bus system and the IEEE 118-bus system. 
Figure 4.11 corresponds to the Stagg five-bus system. The bar chart clearly 
demonstrates that the initial guesses calculated by the midpoint method significantly 
improve upon those of the simplified method. Note that about 40 solutions were found 
from initial guesses having all maximum mismatch components less than 1.0 per unit. The 
most accurate initial guesses obtained using the simplified method had maximum initial 
mismatch components in excess of 2.0 per unit 
Figure 4.12 presents equivalent results for the IEEE 118-bus system. Again, one 
finds that the midpoint method generally provides the more accurate initial guesses. Also 
clear from the chart is the existence of a great number of cases (731) in which no initial 
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guess was possible using the midpoint method because only one real optimal multiplier 
could be calculated. These no-guess buses belong almost exclusively to the set of PV 
buses. This again suggests that generator buses can be treated more effectively using the 
simplified method. 
4.5.3 Number of iterations required for convergence 
Although the midpoint method's initial guesses are substantially better than those of 
its predecessor, the rates at which these two techniques converge to their solutions differ 
little. For this study, the number of iterations required by each method to converge to a 
solution was monitored as load was varied over the range 2.0 <A.< 3.0. Var limits were 
checked when the norm of the mismatch vector had gone belo~ 100 per unit. Data were 
collected for both the Stagg five-bus system and the IEEE 118-bus system. 
Figure 4.13 elucidates the parity between the two methods. The midpoint method is 
slightly more likely to converge in fewer iterations than is the simplified method. The 
midpoint method converged in less than five iterations for 57 more cases than did the 
simplified method. The differences are not as substantial as the discrepancies in initial 
mismatches might have indicated. 
The two methods again prove highly competitive when applied to the 118-bus 
system. Figure 4.14 presents these results. On 86 occasions the midpoint method was 
able to converge to a low-voltage solution in three iterations, whereas the simplified 
method always required a minimum of four iterations to converge. These quickly 
converging initial guesses were obtained only for the more heavily stressed systems 
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(A > 2.5), thus indicating that the midpoint method is the more expeditious technique for 
systems near maximum loadability. Disconcerting, however, is the fact that, in 121 cases, 
convergence to a low-voltage solution from an initial guess found by the .midpoint method 
required more than twelve iterations. This inefficient performance was obse~ed 21 times 
more frequently for the midpoint method than for the simplified method. However, 85 
percent of these cases involved applying the midpoint method at generator buses. If the 
midpoint method can be refined to handle PV buses more appropriately, these lapses in 
efficiency will be minimized. 
Finally, Figure 4.15 reveals that the midpoint method's initial guesses converge 
much more quickly when var limits are checked early rather than after the power flow has 
converged. Thus, although early enforcement of var limits sacrifices some of the midpoint 
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method's ability to find higher-energy low-voltage solutions, it does help accelerate 
convergence. Since usually only the most critical low-voltage solutions are of interest, 
one would most likely choose to check var limits before the power flow had converged, 
perhaps even at the initial guess. Future research will investigate this further. 
4.6 Screening to Reduce the Size of Set K 
Recall that the two most important requirements of the midpoint method are that it 
be computationally inexpensive and realiable. The convergence characteristics plotted in 
the previous section demonstrate the algorithm's reliability in tracking several low-voltage 
solutions over a wide-load range toward the point of maximum loadability. Moreover, it 
has been shown to a certain extent that the method is computationally efficient, for it 
requires that little additional computation be performed. However, this has not established 
that the method is computationally inexpensive. For this claim to be made, it must be 
shown that the most critical buses of the system at each loading can be found using the 
midpoint method a minimum number of times. In other words, the set of critical low-
voltage solutions must be found using as few full load flow solutions as possible. This 
involves restricting the size of K, the set of buses at which to apply th~ algorithm. 
Obviously, if the midpoint method must be applied at all (n-1) nonslack buses, then the 
midpoint method can boast little advantage over the simplified method, particularly in 
large systems. Consequently, some screening method must be introduced to reduce the 
number of buses that must be checked while preserving the identity of the most critical 
buses in the system. 
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During the course of this research, a number of characteristics of the midpoint 
method and its low-voltage solutions were studied in the hopes of devising a suitable 
screening tool. This section chronicles the evolution of this task. While the resulting 
techniques are by no means foolproof, they are expeditious and thus suitable for online 
application. 
4.6.1 Screening by initial cost 
Because of the efficiency of the algorithm in obtaining initial guesses x0 for low-
voltage solutions, for small- and medium-sized systems it would be practical to perform 
this calculation at all buses. Once all possible initial guesses have been computed, a cost 
function p(x0 ) defined as the noim of f{x 0)- S could be calculated, and full load flow 
solutions could then be performed starting from the initial guesses associated with the 
least values of p(x0 ). Figure 4.16 provides the motivation for this screening method. It 
shows how the cost function· at the initial guess x0 varies with the energy measure 
corresponding to the type-one solution found from the initial guess. With few exceptions, 
it seems the initial guesses that incur the least initial costs will ultimately converge to the 
lowest-energy and, therefore, most critical, low-voltage solutions. Thus, once x0 has been 
determined efficiently for each bus in the system, the search for low-voltage solutions may 
originate from only the least-cost initial guesses. 
Work with the Stagg five-bus and IEEE 118-bus systems elucidated the merits of 
this screening technique. For both systems, load was increased unifonnly at all buses as 
the midpoint method was applied at each bus for each loading. The costs associated with 
each initial guess were averaged over the range 2.0 ~ A, ~ 3.0 for both systems. In the 
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case of the Stagg system, the buses listed in order of decreasing initial cost are 2, 3, 4, and 
5. This suggests that if the midpoint method is applied at these buses, the most critical 
low-voltage solution will correspond to bus 5, the second most critical solution will 
correspond to bus 4, and so on. Figure 4.2 validates these suggestions. For the 118-bus 
system, initial cost screening identifies the following set as the buses yielding the fifteen 
most critical solutions for 2.0 S A. S 3.0 : 43, 44, 21, 22, 20, 76, 52, 53, 45, 33, 86, 1, 
98, 13, 95. Figure 4.17 plots the variation of the energy measures associated with these 
solutions as loading is increased. This suggests that screening by initial cost is successful 
in identifying the most stressed buses of the system. 
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Initial cost can provide an efficient screening tool for restricting the size of the set of 
buses to check for small- or medium-sized systems. However, because this screening tool 
entails calculating x0 through the midpoint method for every bus in the system, it is not 
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especially suited for large power systems~ For this reason, the development of an 
alternative screening tool based on VQ sensitivity was pursued. 
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4.6.2 Screening by VQ sensitivity 
The use of the sensitivity of bus voltage to reactive load at that bus has been 
suggested as a measure of voltage stability [9]. However, the use of such linear 
sensitivities as explicit measures of voltage security can sometimes be perilous, for they 
often provide little advance warning of an impending collapse, remaining fairly constant 
until nearly the brink of voltage instability. However, their use as a screening tool for the 
midpoint method has shown considerably more promise. This is particularly true for large 
systems for which the idea of calculating the costs associated with initial guesses at all 
buses is unattractive. 
lOS 
The calculation of VQ sensitivities for a system's load buses may be most easily 
understood by considering tbe following set of equations in which the relationship 
between changes in active and reactive power and changes in bus voltage angle and 
magnitude are clearly indicated: 
[AP] = [J,, JrviAO] AQ JQ8 JQv AV . (4.20) 
Because the sensitivity of bus voltage magnitude at bus i to reactive power injection at bus 
i is of interest, the only nonzero element of the right-hand-side vector is AQ;, and the only 
unknown of interest is AV;. Hence, this calculation affords the opportunity to use sparse 
vector methods. Reference [26] provides a thorough treatment of the theory and 
progranuning of sparse vector methods, which include forward and backward substitution 
schemes for solving Ax = b that take advantage of either a sparse vector b or an 
unknown vector in which only a subset of the variables is desired. The algorithms are 
based on the formulation of a path graph that identifies the only quantities that must be 
calculated, thus significantly reducing computation time. For example, Table 4.6 
compares the computation times required to perform a single load flow and to calculate all 
the VQ sensitivities for a variety of test systems using a Pentium PC. The results suggest 
that the sensitivity calculation requirements are quite acceptable, rendering it useful for 
possible online application as a screening tool. 
The goal of employing VQ sensitivity screening is to identify the locally weakest 
buses in the system TheSe will be the buses most likely to yield low-energy solutions. 
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Table 4.6: Computation times for VQ sensitivities 
Test System Power Flow Computation VQ Sensitivity 
Time (sec) Computation Time (sec) 
IEEE 118-Bus 0.3 0.1 
IEEE 300-Bus 0.5 0.3 
415-Bus Utility System 1.1 0.5 
2000-Bus Utility System 14.3 23.6 
Moreover, under certain conditions, it can be argued that the most sensitive bus in terms 
of VQ considerations will be the most advantageous ones to pursue with the midpoint 
method because they will incur the least initial mismatches. Consider the midpoint 
mismatch vector AS with the single nonzero element AS a;. This element may be expressed 
functionally as 
ASQ; = /Q;(x•)- /Q;(x•) 
= ~ g .. (-w~u':" + u~w':" + w~u~ - ztw~) + b .. (w~w':" + u~u':" - ~w~ - ztu~). I),, 'J ,, ,, I)' J ,, ,, ,, 
j=l 
(4.21) 
Assuming that all conductances gii are negligible, ASQ; may be recast as generation minus 
load, 
" AS a; = L, bii ( w;w; + U:u; - w;"wf - u':u;). (4.22) 
j=l 
After converting all voltages to polar form using 
V; = U; + j W; =. V; cos e i + j V; sine; (4.23) 
and collecting like terms, one may rewrite ( 4.22) as 
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n . 
!lSQ; =I, bij[V;'Vj'(sine~ sine~+ cose~ cose~)- V;mV]m(sine~ sin97 + cose~ cose;)]. 
ja:l 
(4.24) 
Assuming that bus voltage angles are largely independent of reactive power injection, a 
plausible assumption because the elements of JQe are usually small, particularly when the 
system is more lightly loaded, we have 
sine~ sine•. + cose~ cose'. =sine~ sine~+ cose~ cose~ =A 
' I ' I ' I ' I 
(4.25) 
where A is a constant. Then, 
'" 
/lSQi = L bijA(V;'Vj' - V;m~m) • (4.26) 
j=l 
The larger in magnitude the VQ sensitivity is at bus i, the smaller V;m will be relative to 
V;"' , since an increase in reactive power load at bus i will incur a larger magnitude drop in 
V;m if the VQ sensitivity at bus i is high. Hence, from (4.26), ~SQ; will increase. The 
same will hold true if the sensitivity of the voltage magnitude at bus j to reactive power 
injection is high. Then, either a large ~V;j()QI or a large ~l-jj()QI will cause !lSQ; to 
increase. These sensitivities should be greatest at bus i and its nearest neighbors, since 
VQ sensitivities identify the weakest areas in the system. Hence, a large ldV;/()QI 
suggests that the approximation of the components of AS has improved; thus, the initial 
mismatches associated with the low-voltage guesses should decrease accordingly. 
Consequently, the midpoint method should converge to the low-voltage solutions more 
reliably, as was suggested by Figures 4.16 and 4.17. Hence, under the assumptions that 
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transfer conductances are negligible and that voltage angles are largely independent of 
reactive power injection (approximations that are often employed in performing the fast 
decoupled load flow), the best initial guesses, and thus the most critical low-voltage 
solutions, will originate from either the most highly VQ-sensitive buses or their nearest 
neighbors. It should be noted, however, that this argument weakens as the system 
becomes more heavily stressed, because the approximations of the fast decoupled load 
flow become less valid 
For VQ sensitivities to be successful as a screening tool, they must provide a relative 
measure of the ability of buses to serve additional load. Figure 4.18 shows how VQ 
sensitivities fulfill this requirement for the symmetrical three-bus system. If this were a 
large system for which computational expense was a significant concern, the curves of 
Figure 4.18, which show how ~V;/()QI varies as total system load increases, would 
suggest that bus 1 provides a lower-energy and, therefore, more critical low-voltage 
solution than bus 2, particularly as loading is increased. This result is encouraging, since it 
was found in Figure 4.2 that bus 1 does indeed lead to the critical solution and that bus 2 
no longer provides a low-voltage solution beyond a total system load of 795 MW. 
Similiarly, appropriate indications are offered by Figure 4.19 for the IEEE 118-bus system 
investigated at the same set of buses as before. All the sensitivities increase as the load 
parameter increases, and the sensitivities corresponding to buses 43 and 44 increase most 
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Figure 4.19: VQ sensitivities for IEEE 118-bus system 
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significantly, thus indicating that the area centered about these buses was the weakest area 
of the system These observations concur with the convergence results presented earlier. 
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 also underscore the futility of using VQ sensitivity as a measure of 
proximity to voltage collapse, for no significant changes in sensitivity occur until nearly 
the brink of collapse, at which point it may be too late to take the necessary corrective 
action. 
Another way to observe that the most VQ-sensitive buses yield the least-energy 
solutions is shown in Figure 4.20. This plot was produced by monitoring the relationship 
between placement in the list of most VQ-sensitive buses and energy of the low-voltage 
solution found from that bus for each loading between A= 2.0 and A= 3.0 for the IEEE 
118-bus system. The vertical axis measures ~VjaQf ranking. The most sensitive bus of 
the 118-bus system at each load level has a ~vjaQf ranking of 1.0, and the nth most 
sensitive bus has a ~V jaQI ranking of 
~~rankin = 118- (n -1). laQl g 118 (4.27) 
The scatter plot shows that as the energy measure of a solution decreases, the likelihood 
increases that the bus corresponding to that solution is among the most VQ-sensitive 
buses for that loading. Conversely, buses having lower VQ sensitivities will more likely 
lead to higher-energy and, therefore, less critical, low-voltage solutions. These ideas are 
reinforced by the bar graph of Figure 4.21. For this plot, the six buses having the largest 
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~V jaQI ranking averaged over the interval 2.0 ~ A ~ 3.0 were identified, and the 
number of times the application of the midpoint method at these buses yielded critical 
solutions in various ranges (the most critical solution, the second through fifth most 
critical solutions, and so on) was counted. These results showed that by applying the 
midpoint method at the six buses having the highest VQ sensitivities averaged over the 
specified load range, one could always find the most critical low-voltage solutions and 
could find the five most critical low-voltage solutions 75% of the time. By considering the 
thirty buses having the highest VQ sensitivities, one is assured of finding all five most 
critical solutions. In other words, screening by average VQ sensitivity reduces to 25% of 
the system size the number of buses that must be checked. The most elusive buses for this 
screening method are buses 1 and 95. The VQ sensitivity of these buses does not rank 
highly when the system is still some distance away from maximum loadability, but they 
become members of the set of critical buses fairly quickly, exhibiting a rapid decline in the 
energy of their associated low-voltage solutions as loading is increased. This behavior is 
shown in Figure 4.5. For A> 2.5, buses 1 and 95 are among the most VQ-sensitive in the 
system, but prior to this loading their susceptibility to collapse is unknown, with bus 95 
ranking as the twenty-ninth most VQ-sensitive bus for A = 2.2. A more complete picture 
of the characteristics of sensitive areas of the system is desired for the screening method to 
become foolproof. 
Fortunately, such improvements were afforded by considering the rate of change of 
energy of each bus's low-voltage solution as loading was increased. This technique, when 
combined with VQ-sensitivity considerations, not only identifies the most critical buses for 
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loadings approaching maximum loadability, but also helps to predict those buses that soon 
will be among the set of most critical buses. Table 4.7 compares the set KvQ of the most 
VQ-sensitive buses with the set KENG of buses having the most rapidly decreasing 
associated energies as loading is increased. Also listed are the most critical buses for each 
loading, with parentheses used to indicate sets of buses that converge to the same low-
voltage soltution. (Note the increasing degree of grouping of solutions as load is 
increased. This re-emphasizes the importance of neighboring buses in searching for low-
voltage solutions corresponding to a particular bus.) These results show that by taking 
(4.28) 
as the set of buses at which to apply the midpoint method, not only can the ten most 
Table 4.7: Performance of the screening methods 
A. Most VQ-Sensitive Buses with Most Lowest-Energy 
Buses Sensitive Energy Solutions 
Measures 
2.02 43,21,44,52,86, 76, 82,95, 79, 18,106,105, 44,43,21,53,52, 76, 1, 
53, 33, 101, 1 83,93,88,97 13, 101, 33 
2.22 43,21,44,52, 76,86, 95, 79,106, 105,97, 16, 44,43,21,53,52, 76, 1, 
33,53,101,84 1, 13, 33, 98 (106, 105), 13 
2.42 43,21,44, 76,86,33, 95,105,106, 1, 13,33, 44,43,53,21, 76,(105, 
101, 84, 53, 1 84,98,53,101 106), 1, 13, 95 
2.62 44,21,45, 76,33,86, 1, 95, 1,33, 106,105,76, (45, 44), 21, 95, 1, (106, 
98,95,106 98,45,44,86 105), 76, 33, 86 
2.82 44,45,21, 76,95,82, 96,82,95,94, 104,106, (44, 45), (96, 94, 95, 
104,96,106,28 105,76,45,44 82),(104, 105, 106), 76 
2.87 43,44,45, 76,95,92, 95,82,94,96,44,45, (43, 44, 45), (95, 96, 82, 
86,94,28,115 76,43,115,28 94), 76, 28, 115 
2.92 95,82,96,94,28,89, 93,96,94,95,82, 115, 45, (95, 96, 94, 93, 82), 
115 28,45 28, 115 
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sensitive buses at any given load be identified, but also the emerging weaknesses of buses 
1 and 95 are noted in advance. In fact, bus 95 is identified when it is only the sixteenth 
most critical bus in the system This can be very useful infonnation, for it prompts the 
user to pay special attention to the area around bus 95 as loading is increased and to 
prepare to take corrective action in that area if necessary. Particularly encouraging is that, 
even when grouping of solutions is not considered, a maximwn of sixteen power flows 
must be perfonned to find the ten most critical low-voltage solutions. Perfonnance 
improves even further at higher loadings, where no more than twelve power flows are 
required to find the ten most critical solutions for A.> 2.5. When grouping ·of buses is 
considered, performance improves even more. Thus, the use of VQ-sensitivity screening, 
coupled with rate-of -change-of -energy considerations, is an expeditious and fairly reliable 
screening tool that greatly enhances the online application potential of the midpoint 
method. 
5.1 Introduction 
liS 
CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this research has been to develop an improved method for 
determining type-one low-voltage power flow solutions that is sufficiently computationally 
inexpensive to be used in an online environment The major contributions of this work 
and the future directions it will pursue are summarized in this chapter. 
5.2 Contributions 
The quest for low-voltage solutions is motivated by the desire to assess the voltage 
stability of a system far enough in advance that any necessary corrective actions may be 
taken. A class of assessment tools takes as its stability measure the distance in state space 
between the operable solution and various UEPs. In the case of static security assessment, 
only type-one UEPs are of interest, and each of these may be identified with a particular 
bus in the system, thus readily identifying the areas most prone to collapse and most in 
need of assistance. Given the wealth of material concerning voltage stability in the 
literature, it is somewhat difficult for the neophyte to identify some of the key components 
of the theory. Consequently, a great effort has been made to compile an extensive, 
cohesive review of some of the more significant aspects of voltage stability assessment, 
particularly as they relate to this work. A thorough understanding of this material should 
elucidate the motivation for conducting this research and thus grant more meaning to its 
results. 
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Moreover, a great number of pages have been devoted to presenting the theory of 
load flow computation and to demonstrating some of its idiosyncrasies and subtleties. 
Naturally, as this is not a fonnal treatise on the subject, some related issues, most notably 
the fast decoupled load flow, have been excluded from the discussion so as to focus on 
those issues most germane to the work's objectives. Since the midpoint method borrows 
liberally from the structure of the power flow equations, a detailed presentation of the 
development of the power balance equations was deemed essential. The benefit of this 
treatment has been that a variety of issues pertaining to the power flow have been 
consolidated in this work. 
A number of techniques have been introduced during the past few years to find low-
voltage solutions. A few such techniques are surveyed in this document. Though not a 
complete account of the great amount of work done on this subject, this discussion 
identifies a few methods that represent the wide variety of approaches. All the methods 
were found to be either too computationally expensive to be practical for online usage or 
lacking in the number of solutions they fmd. One interesting innovation introduced by this 
research is the eigenvector direction method which, although laborious to apply, illustrates 
some of the fundamental ideas incorporated into the midpoint method. 
The midpoint method represents the key co~tribution of this research effort. 
Derived primarily from the structure of the power flow mismatch equations and employing 
a lone approximation on the manner in which systems approach collapse, the method was 
found to introduce little additional computation and to obtain initial guesses that generally 
reside quite close to the actual low-voltage solutions arising from them. The method 
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exhibits good convergence properties in tracking multiple load flow solutions over a wide 
load range toward the point of collapse; convergence to the solutions tends to occur 
within a reasonable number of power flow iterations, although this ability is somewhat 
suspect when the method is applied at generator buses. Its ability to track solutions was 
found to be invariant to load parametrization and the timing of var limit enforcement 
Moreover, its convergence ability, initial guess accuracy, and rate of convergence 
compared quite favorably with those characteristics of one of the most popular low-
voltage solution schemes, the simplified method, particularly when var limits were checked 
prior to convergence of the low-voltage power flow and when generator buses were 
excluded from the search. In light of these results, it was suggested that perhaps a 
reasonable approach would be to employ the simplified method at generator buses and the 
midpoint method at load buses, at least until a better approach is devised. 
The final stage of this research focused on developing a screening technique to limit 
the number of buses at which the midpoint method must be applied to guarantee that all 
the critical low-voltage solutions had been determined. Using the square of the norm of 
the power flow mismatch equations at the initial guess as a screen~g quantity was seen to 
work well for small- to medium-sized systems because of the efficiency with which the 
midpoint method obtains initial guesses. For larger systems, for which the employment of 
the midpoint method at every bus becomes impractical, the use of VQ sensitivity as a 
screening tool was suggested. This parameter identifies the locally weakest buses in the 
system. When coupled with information regarding the rate at which buses are 
approaching collapse, VQ-sensitivity screening was able to compile a concise yet complete 
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list of buses to check for critical low-voltage solutions. Use of this screening tool greatly 
enhances the value of the midpoint method. 
5.3 Future Directions 
A number of issues concerning the midpoint method remain to be addressed. First, 
the performance of the algorithm when dependent load models are employed should prove 
rather interesting, particularly since the optimal multiplier, a key element of the midpoint 
algorithm, has difficulty when constant-current loads are present. Moreover, the 
performance of the algorithm at generator buses, which proved to be somewhat of an 
impediment in this research, should be improved. Addressing this issue will ultimately 
focus on the question of how var limits should be treated, for it seems doubtful that simply 
recasting PV buses as PQ buses set at maximum var limits is an adequate solution. 
A novel idea that may hold promise both for the proper handling of var limits and 
for improving the rate of convergence is the concept of employing a variable 
approximation of the midpoint mismatch. The current approach always defines the 
approximation as a singleton. However, a better technique may be to define the elements 
of the vector according to what the actual midpoint mismatch had been for a previous 
low-voltage solution. This likely will result in more accurate initial guesses. More 
important, if a PV bus was found to be in violation of a var limit at the midpoint for a 
previous loading, it should be treated as var limited in the present solution; otherwise, type 
switching should be avoided. This is the kind of valuable information that adoption of a 
variable midpoint mismatch approximation may yield, thus meriting exploration in further 
pursuit of this work. 
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